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driving tour from London to Mombasa passing through England,
France, Italy, Sardinia, Tunisia, Algeria, Niger, Nigeria,
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Zaïre, Rwanda, Tanzania and
Kenya. From the journal of Robert B. Stephenson. Prepared for the 35th
reunion at Gargunnock House, Scotland, 7-14 September 2007. ❧ ❧ ❧
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Sunday October 8, 1972, 54 people, six Landrovers and one Bedford truck
convened in front of Victoria Station in London. We were from Britain, Australia,
Canada, Denmark, Japan, New Zealand and the United States. Our ages ranged from 17 to
65. Most of us knew only one or two others before that time. Three months later, we knew
one another very well; too well, in some cases. We set off that day for Africa. Nearly 12 weeks
and 8,525 miles later we were at Mombasa on the Kenyan coast.
n

It was a trip of lifetime, as they say. And it was.
It would probably be difficult to undertake such a
trip today, more because of political hurdles than
practical challenges. We all have our own memories of the trip: here are some of mine—
Hurry up and wait … Batchelors … ‘That’s Africa for you’
… Sand ladders … The Sahara Palace … Tuaregs … Bididi … Dysentery … Corrugations … The Zemio crossing
…The Mambasa-Beni Road (‘The Shortcut’) … Indelibly
burned into my brain—every stitch of clothing worn by
every person on the trip … Guard Duty … Half shaft …
Paw-Paw … American Pie, Both Sides Now and Popcorn …
Campbeds … Thoughts of cold beer and hot food … The
Kano Club and the Bangui Rock Club … The Thorn Tree
at the New Stanley Hotel … The Tradewinds … and on
and on. I’m sure you can add more to the list.

Once home I seldom or ever read my journal
of that trip. It’s 120 pages long and started with a
week or so before we left from London, and after
our trip, my time in Ethiopia and then later, driving from Nairobi to South Africa, and following
that, up the West African coast by freighter and
eventually back to Britain and home on June 30,
1973.
I’ve wanted to transcribe the journal for some
time and the 35th reunion seemed like a good excuse to sit down and do it. It appears pretty much

as I wrote it, unedited save only some spelling
corrections. Occasionally I’ve inserted information
or explanation in brackets. In one instance I’ve removed a name just in case that person might read
this some day.
I’ve added a few photos here and there to break
things up a bit.
The first Siafu reunion was held at my house
in Jaffrey, New Hampshire, in August of 1993.
Those who were able to make it included Luci
Edwards, Doug and Sharon Fitzsimmons, Sue
Guelpa, Jo Heathcote and Francie Walls plus assorted spouses and kids.
The second reunion, July 2002, was hosted by
Francie Walls in Ste-Agathe des Monts, Quebec.
Those who attended: Mary Cavanagh, Scott and
Sue Cosby, Dave and Cheryl Ellen, Luci Edwards,
Doug and Sharon Fitzsimmons, Sue Guelpa and
myself.
This the third, at Gargunnock House, Scotland,
will include Mary Cavanagh, Luci Edwards, Sue
Guelpa, Janie Habla, Jo Heathcote, Ray Hobson,
Mike Madgin, Greg Packer, myself and Francie
Walls.
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Strike the tents. Confusion once again. We’ll all be
sorted out and routinized in time. Get underway
about 10:15 or so, south through Boulogne,
Montreuil (looks interesting), Abbeville. Begins to
clear and warm up. Stop quickly and buy baguette
loaves still hot, wine, cheese, & pears and eat as
we go. Very pretty countryside. Fields and woods,
gently rolling; very much like upstate N.Y. Small
towns beaded along the road like pearls. And then
a blow out. All pile out, trucks passing by, several
of the Landrovers have stopped and now the lorry.
Being fixed now as we sit in the sun and have a
rest. A good group we have in our Landrover:
John and I and Paul, who’s been driving (Eng &
North Ireland) a civil engineer. Helen Ryan, an
Australian nurse who seems to be very capable
& self sufficient, as is Jo, a pretty English girl,
tall with striking red hair and excellent French;
Janie, an Australian with good humor and easy to
be with, and Jackie, an American girl in her late
thirties or old—an old maid in training I’d say. All
in all a compatible group. A certain esprit de corps
is springing up in the group with our Landrover
apparently considered the most desirable. Great
competitive spirit.
Tire now fixed and we’re off again to the
south, through and around Paris—terrible air
pollution—by Orly and down to Fontainebleau.
Confusing foul-ups as all the Landrovers have
been separated and no one seems to know what
the others are doing. We end up waiting in ours
near a roundabout, eating up carbon monoxide
and listening to tapes on Jo’s machine. Went
through a bottle of Scotch and all seemed well.
The lorry and last LR finally came and now to
find the campsite and the other LRs, not an easy
task as there are about five or six campsites around
Fontainebleau and we don’t know which one.
First try, no luck. Finally, through chance, we all
find one another and lo and behold, all the tents
are pitched—it now being dark and past 8 pm. A
big supper of hamburgers, soup, mashed potatoes,
coffee, milk. Wash up and then a party mostly
of our LR group in Helen’s tent (at which &
with whom John spent the night! What a batting
average). And so to bed.

London to Mombasa
Sunday 8 October 1972, 9:45 am. Victoria
Station, London. Starting Mileage: 40,264.
Up early after listening to the clock tick most of
the night. Re-packed and took a long shower—
perhaps my last good one for awhile. Out the
door and down to Kensington High Street, taxi
to Victoria. Landrovers all in a row. Everybody’s
there and all seems to be under control. Overcast.
Nervous that they may weigh my luggage;
I’m sure I’m over the allowable 40 lbs. But no
weighing, my bag goes up on top of one of the
Landrovers and soon we’re off. John [Thornley]
and I and 50 [52] others. In our Landrover: John,
me, Helen Ryan, Ray, Jo, Janie, Jackie and Paul.
Nice group: Americans, Australians, English.
Across the Thames and down through Southwark,
across Blackheath and onto the motorway. All
seems well and friendly. To Dover. Sit and wait a
bit. Scheduled for 2 o’clock ferry to Calais. Start
to drive up and find out we’re too late! Finally on
board around 5 or so, buy some duty-free goods
and have a beer or so. Get to know some of the
people a bit better. Off the ferry at Boulogne (not
Calais) and drive a mile or so north of town and
in darkness set up our camp in a small not very
attractive camping area. Confusion reigns! Finally
get all squared away and have a bit to eat—cold
beans and franks, ham, Ritz Crackers, cheese,
coffee. John and I share a tent. Ground cloth
and two camp cots. Foggy and heavy dew. The
manager stops by and tells very energetically and
with great French force that the campground is
“ferme” and has been for several days. Lots of talk
and yelling but after awhile he returns, a changed
man, and is all smiles and says, yes, we can stay.
All’s right with the world and so to bed.
❦
Monday 9 October 1972. Boulogne, France.
Up about 7:30. Misty & foggy. Breakfast of
Weetabix, bacon, egg, coffee. Good. Pack up.
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Heard some dope on Stan Shaw, the older man,
just now. He’s 65, a retired bank manager from
the Isle of Wight, a bachelor. He’s going through
Africa, then to Australia. Quite a task for a man
of that age. Second oldest, probably in the 40s, a
suave looking Dane with goatee, a good taste in
clothes, and two teenage kits, boy & girl, both of
whom smoke pipes. He owns his own LR and has
contracted with SIAFU to take some passengers.
Stan Shaw is a white-haired and balding man,
clipped military moustache, and so far always
dressed in a coat & tie.
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caffe, glace. Good camaraderie. And then back to
the group, lots of discussion and running about
and finally on again for the all-night run to Genoa.
Drop John off near the Swiss border close to
Geneva and then through the night to the Mont
Blanc Tunnel. Another rendezvous and then “en
convoy” through the tunnel, down into Italy,
on to the autostrade. Dog tired. Several shifts of
driving; dawn, rain, a coffee along the way; hung
up in Torino (Turin) and then to the outskirts
of Genoa, where we sit and wait again. Damp &
cold we sit in a glassed-in waiting area beside the
toll gates. The big lorry finally comes three hours
later and we wait some more for one of the LRs
to come back for us. Finally do, but no campsite
retained as yet. On into Genoa where we discuss
what to do; decided to stay at a group of cabins
up above the city in the woods. Very nice, actually.
We wind up the streets towards one of the better
residential areas, everyone staring at us wondering
what it’s all about (no smiles). Sharing a cabin
with Jo, Janie and Paul. Wash & clean up and with
a drink write this entry.

❦
Tuesday 10 October 1972. Fontainebleau,
France. Up quite early, large breakfast including
a British version of Crunchy Granola, police
the campsite, and we’re off, initially a convoy
with military-like precision; later, all splitting up
and overtaking. Soon on to the motorway and
towards noon the haze clears and a beautiful day
develops. Through the French countryside, the
autumn colors changing: lots of yellows, not too
many reds, but nonetheless very much like upstate
New York. Rolling hills, cleared meadows, creeks,
sweeping rhythmatic landscape. Down past the
turnoff for Vezeley (where John & I stopped off
last time), Avallon (three star Hotel de la Poste),
and then off at Macon (nice town) where we wait
for the group (the next couple of days is really a
game of hurry up and wait, the latter sometimes
taking two or three hours) at a wayside bar. Then
down the road to a large supermarket where we
shop around a bit, then in the late day we head
on back roads east, through Bourg-en-Bresse and
Bellegarde-sur-Valserine, up onto the foothills of
the alps. Darkness falls and we curve about the
hills. Finally to another rendezvous point to have
dinner. A nice place (L’ain or L’air or something
like that) beside a furious brook which is evidently
a popular kayak stream. A few of us decided to
eat out on the town instead and walk up the road
and across the stone bridge to the local restaurant
(The Golden Pheasant). Have a 11F price fixe meal
of salad, steak, ham loaf, petit pois, van ordinaire,

❦
Saturday 14 October 1972. Between Genoa
and Sardinia. Down to the town of Pegli, above
which the campground is, to a pizzeria across
from the railroad station. About ten of us decided
we’d skip the SIAFU meal in favor of something
more Italian. A good little pizzeria—long and
narrow, tables on one side, a bar and jukebox,
a see-in kitchen at the end. A family operation:
Mamma in the kitchen, the daughter—a fragile
young girl—as waitress (with a very knowing and
aged half-smile), two sons—one about 12 the
other eight or nine, both with extreme élan and
sophistication about them, complete confidence.
One, the 12 year old, had an ageless face—you
could easily imagine him as 30 or 40 years old.
Feasted on minestrone (not soup here, just
macaroni like pasta) and pizza and large two liter
jugs of wine. After about two hours, on to bed.
The next day after breakfast Jo, Tim Baily
[owner of SIAFU] & I went into Genoa, stopping
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to leave off some laundry and to change some
money. A long drive in, about ½ hour, along
the docks and through busy streets. I’d always
heard that Genoa was a disagreeable place, not
at all worth visiting. But I thought it seemed
quite pleasant. Some nice piazzas, churches,
narrow streets, some lovely public gardens, a
lively shopping
& business area.
Not at all bad.
We drove to the
shipping line
and inquired
about John
& Helen who
were still lost,
and picked up
three Canadians,
two who were
meeting us in
Genoa and one
girl, Francie, who
was at Victoria
but somehow
could never find
the group!! By
now the sun
was out and it
was warm—not
to last long,
however, and
these few hours
turned out to
be the only fair
weather we
were to have in
Genoa. Tim, Jo
& I had a sandwich and a beer at a bar and then
headed back to the campsite. Rain begins again as
we try to organize a group to go off to Portofino
for dinner. Start out at about 5 pm with nine or
ten people, zip along the autostrade, through one
tunnel after another, heading through Genoa and
down the coast of Italy about 25 miles to Rapallo,
from whence we weave in and out around the
coast, tall hills & banks to one side, the ocean on
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the left. Into Portofino, what was once a small
fishing village but is now a small tourist spot, very
expensive, and a port for millionaire’s yachts.
Still very nice and peaceful, however. You must
park above the town (L300.00) and then walk
down into the harbor, which is like a crotch, with
houses (shops under) flanking both sides. Steep
hills behind with
houses inching
upward. Many
restaurants
and boutiques,
all open but
no customers
because of the
season and
the weather.
Walked around
a bit; noticed a
plaque referring
to Guy de
Maupassant—
was he born
here? Or lived
here? Caught a
glimpse through
the open door
of the seamen’s
club, a cozy
refuge along the
quay with an
interior décor
like a ship,
curved ceiling,
benches like
berths, ships
lanterns, warm
wood. Had dinner at one of the quayside cafes—
very expensive but not bad. I had a fish plate:
octopus, little fish heads and all, shrimps, octopus
rings (the large legs hollowed out and chopped.
Looked like little rubber onion rings). Wine and
caffe. Back to Genoa along the twisting coast
road.
Rainy morning on Friday. Into Genoa with
some people to pick up laundry, to check at the
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Monday 16 October 1972. Tunis, Tunisia.
All day on Saturday on the Mediterranean.
Quickly slip into usual shipboard routine:
Sleeping, eating, sitting. A slow rock and
swell. Saturday evening we have a party—
starting in John & Helen’s cabin and then
moving into one of the lounges. Listen to
Jo’s tapes and also have some live guitar
music. Many bottles of wine.
Next morning I’m up early to see us
approach Palermo. Some clouds but on the
whole fair as we sight the rugged headlands
of Sicily. It all looks very inviting, almost
like the barren areas of Scotland. Little or
no vegetation but the grass is green. Get
into Palermo about 10:30 Sunday morning.
It’s unfortunate we don’t have some time here
as Palermo looks far more interesting than I had
thought. Large & clean (at least near the docks).
Mountains surround the city. Fishermen in small
bobbing boats in the outer harbor. Here we
change to another boat nearly the same, named
the Pascoli. We will arrive in Tunis about 9 or 10
this evening. We happily get cabins again so after
lunch we get a chance to sleep. I now have the
beginnings of a cold and with the vibration and
rocking of the boat, we are now anxious to get to
Tunisia.
We stop at Cagliari, Sardinia, for about an
hour and hop off to a pizzeria for a pizza and a
beer. Seems like a fair enough place. See D. H.
Lawrence’s Sea & Sardinia.
Of course, it’s dark as we land [in Tunisia] but
after customs we get some feeling of a cultural
change as we drive through the now empty streets
on our way to the beach at Carthage. We hire a
taxi to lead us. Up with the tents, in the dark, and
soon to bed.
Up about 8:30. Cloudy but not cold. Breakfast
and work on the Landrovers. Slept a bit in the
PM then by LR into Tunis about 15 kms from
where we are at Carthage. The campsite—the
beach—is in a rather posh area of Carthage; high
hills flanking the beach and elaborate homes
on the crests. A yacht club just next door. No
water facilities or WCs. A view out to sea. The

station for Francie’s lost bag (recovered!), to look
for John & Helen (no sign), to post some letters,
and to check out the wharf where we’ll be sailing
from that evening. Back again to the campground,
getting everything packed up and stored away.
Drove down to Pegli and return to our pizzeria,
have some spaghetti and wine and hang around
for awhile. Down to the docks. Great confusion—
where does the ship leave from? Will it be on
time? Does it go to Palermo first? Etc. No one
seems to get the same story. No sign of John &
Helen. We finally find our way to a waiting room
and start to do just that—wait . . . and wait. Some
action just before 7 pm and guess what, John &
Helen arrive, John finally with his Nigerian visa
that he got in Bern after much trouble (remember
Traven’s The Death Ship?) We’re all here now.
The passports are taken and processed, we drive
through customs—no inspection—and to the
ship. Another ½ hour of waiting. The vehicles go
on board and we follow. Large ship, the Calabria.
Probably 400 feet. Jo, Janie, Paul & I share a
stateroom. Very nice & comfy. We all have dinner
on the ship (fish, pasta, beer & bread L1,150—ca.
$2.75—not too cheap). Take a shower—first since
leaving London—felt good. And then to bed.
Up on Saturday. Weather still not quite sure
what it wants to do. Some sun and then heavy
dark clouds. Coffee and some fruit and then
sitting down to make these entries.
❦
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cops came to see what we were all about but
no problems. A small black puppy from across
the road has made an appearance. The old man
likewise from across the road—with Arab headgear
and a black cloak covering his oversized belly—has
been by. Seems very curious and not at all friendly.
In Tunis we walk around a bit. Very hectic city.
Not as large as I would have thought. Had a walk
through the Kasbah—narrow shop-lined streets
(copper & brassware, rugs, clothes—nothing very
special). Sounds of the brass workers: click, click,
click. Bought a small loaf of bread.
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head for El-Djem, towards the coast, where stand
the remains of a Roman amphitheatre strikingly
similar to the Coliseum in Rome. It seemed to
be in about the same of state of preservation and,
of course, less commercial. You did have to pay
to get in and they had a few guides around and
some young girls selling postal cards. It was light
when we arrived and just after sunset when we
left. A cannon was shot off to mark sundown and
Ramadan ended (and everyone started to eat).
As we learned that many of the roads had been
washed out, we had to change our route a bit in
order to get to Sfax (on the coast) and Gabes,
where we intended to camp. It was a long, long
trip and we didn’t arrive at Gabes until around 1
am. We set up camp on a beach beside a hotel and
cabana, cooked up a quick supper, and to bed.
The next morning brought some rain and after
sleeping in and having breakfast and watching
(and some riding) a white horse along the
beach, and having a shower, we went into town,
bought a case of wine, some batteries for the tape
recorder and posted some letters. Met a Swiss and
Australian couple in a BMW motorcycle with side
car who were driving across Northern Africa to
Iran, a long trip. Her hands had been dyed red in
Morocco. To the Souk in Gabes for some food
and then on the road heading for Gafsa where we

❦
Thursday 19 October 1972. Nefta, Tunisia.
Am very comfortably relaxing in a wicker twoseater close by the swimming pool of the Sahara
Palace Hotel in Nefta, just at the edge of the
Sahara, not far from the Algerian border. The sun
is warm with a cool breeze. I have a cold but that
seems to be clearing up. Later today we leave for
Algeria and will probably camp near El-Oued.
We left our Carthage campsite on Tuesday the
17th and drove into Tunis for a stop at the P.O.
Nothing for me. Set off south through Grombalia
and by Hanmanet—where I wanted to stop but
couldn’t—and down to Enfidaville where we
turned inland to Kairouan, an
interesting place almost in the
desert, with a famous and an
active Souk, very picturesque.
A long alleyway with shops and
every few steps a little plaza
or opening or a new vista of
some sort. Nice colors mostly
set off by the pervasive whites
and blues (most houses are blue
white washed stucco with light
blue doors and window frames).
Bought some bread and a
pair of thongs (or as Jo calls
them, “flip-flops”). Bargaining
doesn’t seem to work very well.
We leave Kairouan, the group
breaking into two again, and
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was setting out on a two-year hitchhike through
Africa. Imagine that.
❦

arrived around 4:30 or 5. Stop to do some more
shopping and get in conversation with an Arab
boy, who took a fancy to Jo and the other girls.
He was amazingly well-spoken in English after
only three years of it. We gave him an autographed
copy of The Godfather (as we have three copies). It
was here that Geoff had his pocket picked—a take
of £38. On to Tozeur and darkness falls. Then
Nefta about 9 pm. The other group had already
arrived, had set up their camp and had already
eaten. We’re at the front of the Sahara Palace on a
patch of sand near the swimming pool! Had some
dinner, set up camp, and then up to the Hotel for
a beer. The bar in the evening is a discotheque—
records played by a girl in tight pants. Several
faggots dancing with one another—an Arab trait.
Our group grows from John, Helen and me to
about 20 Siafuans. Beers at 400 millimes. Some go
swimming afterward. I to bed.
The roads we’ve been on so far have mostly
been about 1½ lanes with wide dirt & gravel
shoulders. When passing oncoming vehicles,
each vehicle straddles the pavement, usually at
the last moment. Houses are generally one-story
often with barrel vaulted roofs. Most men wear
red fezzes, almost skull caps. Women often have
white sari-like robes but many also in western
clothes. No veils per se but often women cover
their faces with their robes. We elicit great
curiosity when we drive along and when we stop.
The people, however, seem friendly. Children
wave as we pass. Once away from Tunis we
begin to see great clumps of cacti. Portions of
them are edible—probably an acquired taste as
I didn’t think much of it. Also we begin to see
palm trees and an occasional camel. Later herds
of camels; most are loose, but some that we see
are being used for plowing and a few are being
ridden. Much of the landscape near Tunis is not
unlike California—flat & rolling agricultural land
with hills in the background. Could probably be
more productive as it looks underutilized. Many
eucalyptus trees near Tunis. Many donkeys, both
as beasts of burden and as riding animals. Met
a hippie Dutchman at the campsite in Gabes:

Friday 20 October 1972. Nefta, Tunisia. It was
discovered yesterday that the cylinder head on one
of the LRs is cracked (due to faulty running-in of a
new engine) and so there’s nothing else to do but
to leave 2 LRs in Nefta, send the rest onto Algeria,
and then have one of the 2 LRs make a run to Sfax
to get a new head. Much telephoning to locate a
head, Jo’s voice booms out across the swimming
pool as she talks with LR people in Tunis & Sfax.
One finally located in Sfax. Rest of group leaves
and “Pixie” and others stay. We have dinner and sit
for awhile and then to bed.
Friday morning one LR heads out for Sfax to
get the head. We decide to take a walking tour
through the oasis and the town beyond it. Started
off with a young Arab boy (12 years) who acted
as our guide. Down into the oasis. A multitude of
date palms, green grass, and small plots of cabbage,
spinach, and other greens. Narrow irrigation
ditches and wells with counter-weighted water
barrels. A swift flowing clear stream bisecting the
oasis with small fishes.
Up into the town. Narrow dirt streets lined by
brick, stone, or stucco houses, few windows, very
nice old wood doors with metal fittings and single
carvings. Lots of children. Very poor. Electricity
but no sign of plumbing. Central water pumps.
Everyone friendly if not overflowing. Went into a
house to watch two women weaving silk. Beautiful
work, all by hand, not even a shuttle. No begging
or commercial tourist put-ons. Seemed interested
in showing how it’s done. Further down the path
to a potter. He was back in a dark room working at
this wheel turning out what looked like Greek wine
jars. Helen bought a small candlestick. Further on,
everyone greeting us with a “bonjour.” Making
a large circle, through a brickworks, up into what
appeared to be the old town. Down a narrow dirt
track and through the palm grove back to the
hotel. Paid the young guide about 700 millimes
(ca. $1.50) probably a very decent wage.
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Sunday 22 October 1972. Nefta, Tunisia.
Back at the pool at 10:30 am today, waiting for
our departure, long overdue, from Nefta. The
head was put in yesterday, we packed up camp,
and started fourth with great effort: the sand
was just too deep and there was a sizeable hill to
climb to get out. Finally had to detach the trailer,
unload most of it and carry the contents up the
hill by hand, then push & shove and haul the LRs
up. Had to use sand ladders and shovels as well.
Very hard work but managed OK after about an
hour and just as darkness was falling. (The hotel
management had made it clear that we had to
move, although after we had packed up we learned
that we could have stayed the night after all!)
After getting to the top of the hill and reloading
the trailer, we decided to camp around the corner
by the tennis courts, especially as the LR with
the new head wasn’t running well at all. Much
tinkering but to no avail. Slept out under the stars
on the camp beds. Not at all cold. More tinkering
with the LR this morning so our status is still in
question. My fork was returned this morning by a
young Arab boy: it had been found in the sand of
our old campsite. Amazing honesty.
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down on the floor: a sand adder crawls out: sand
colored with a body of 8 or 12 inches. Supposedly
one dies within 30 seconds of being bitten. The
adder wriggles around a bit on the floor and
then he gets placed backed into his bottle home.
We get our OKs and stamps and head on into
no-mans land, past some loose camels, towards
the Algerian border a couple of miles away. We
stop, forms including currency declarations, more
jokes and laughter. One fellow kept telling us we
were going to have to have more inoculations.
He also told me I’d have to shave my beard off.
All jokes. About two hours at the border. Met
some French Canadians also passing through the
border. Nice people: they were teachers on a twoyear contract to set up & teach a business course.
Finally through just as darkness begins to come on
and we drive another 40 or so miles to a spot just
east of El-Oued and drive off the road and quickly
set up camp. A nice site: sand dunes in the back,
soft sand, no vegetation, no wind and no flies.
Cook up spaghetti which turns out quite tasty and
wind it up with an orange pudding. Coffee and
a smoke. Geoff brings out some hash he bought
in Nefta but it doesn’t have much of a kick. Four
Algerians drive up in a Studebaker and ask if they
can buy milk & bread for us. We say ‘no’; they
drive off but return in ½ hour and present us with
a large bunch of dates on the stems and then stay
around and talk with us for an hour or so in the
moonlight. Then to bed.
Up early the next day, a nice blue sky. Pack
up and into El-Oued, a small town, called the
“Town of a Thousand Domes.” It’s true, as nearly
all substantial buildings incorporate a myriad
number of domes. All whitewash stucco buildings,
beautiful massive wooden doors, archways, tile
work, unlike Tunisia where most buildings are of
sand-colored brick. More attractive in El-Oued.
We wait for at least an hour for change at the only
bank in town, a tiny one-man operation. Then
about the town with John, Peter & Mary. Have
a beer at the Hotel Transatlantique, a fantastic
Arabian Nights sort of place. Beautiful tile work
on the lower walls, an interior courtyard, and
rooms off of two central corridors. A old man

❦
Monday 23 October 1972. Outside El-Oued,
Algeria. Our luck changes rather unexpectedly:
Paul manages to set the timing and we’re in
business again. Plan to leave at 2 pm Sunday
for Algeria. Some have last swims at the Sahara
Palace. I have a beer at the pool and then sit with
Helen in the LR guarding our stuff and having
my nails manicured. We do, in fact, leave at 2,
heading west from Nefta along a dusty unpaved
road. Mirages to the south; swear we were close
to a lake. Mostly sand and rocks and clumps
of sagebrush type of plant. Flat. Through the
Tunisian border. New building with about five
or six soldiers and officials, all young, standing
around doing nothing. We go in and have our
passports inspected, fill out forms, etc. Lots of
joking and laughing to ease things through. One
soldier takes out a beer bottle and tips it upside
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coupons and push on toward Touggourt across
undulating waves of sand dunes stretching off
to the horizon. Clumps of date palms and an
occasional camel. Fast two-lane blacktop road.
Past small little towns: all mud and stucco, low
lying, with courtyards and many small repetitive
domes. Very organic: architecture without
architects. Stop and rob a date palm with the
result that many dates rolling around floor of
Landrover. On to just east of Ouargla where
we camp just as night falls. Got stuck on first
attempt off the road; pulled out by large Mack
truck; second attempt OK. Chicken Supreme
with applesauce rather than potatoes by mistake:
still good. A number of steep hills & buttes to
the northeast of our camp–almost like Arizona.
Glows of light on the horizon where oil crews are
working. To bed.
Into Ouargla for petrol coupons. Large place,
flat, spread out. A number of “modern” buildings,
rather garish. Seems to be a military center of
some sort. Air base on the outskirts. Stick my
head under a tap for a quick shampoo. Get the
coupons. Back to camp, pack up, and off by about
11:30.
❦
serves us (2 dinar for a beer–50¢) in the bar,
a small domed room overlooking a courtyard
with faded photographs of liners of the 1930s.
Our friends from the bank—a Frenchman and
a Japanese girl who are hitchhiking through
Africa—join us for a beer. She’s an intriguing
looking girl and is wearing beautiful jewelry
bought from the Touregs in Tamanrasset. On into
the Souk which is thriving and far less touristy
than Kairouan and Gabes. All sorts of good things
and bright colors. Clothes, machinery, food,
kitchenware, etc. Butchered meat with thousands
of flies hovering about. A real sight. We buy
nothing but a loaf of very good bread.

Wednesday 25 October 1972. Ca. 60 miles
south of Hassi Messaoud, Algeria. South to
Hassi-Messaoud, an oil town. Oil and natural
gas. Flaring off of gas—orange flames & black
smoke. We make the mistake of stopping at the
Gendarmerie to see if Tim has left a message for
us. He was supposed to stop. We had sent him
a telegram from the Sahara Palace. No message
but the gendarmes insist we stick around, fill
out forms, and wait for the chief of police to
return from the hospital. Two hours later we
leave. They evidently thought we were spies
as the telegram was in English and there were
acronyms and initials like SIAFU and ETA
(code of course). All foolishness but what can
you do? So off again, through town, fill up with
petrol all the gerry cans, also water. On to the
gas company to get LPG for cooking. Then to

❦
Tuesday 24 October 1972. Quargla, Algeria.
Leave El-Oued after much waiting for petrol
10
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a sort of suburban shopping center where we
run a stop sign and nearly knock down an auto
shade screen (insufficient clearance). Cop gives
Geoff a warning and eyes us suspiciously. Buy
cheese, sardines, oranges, etc., and have lunch
in the parking lot. Soon off again, heading
south. Large sand dune like hills on each side
at a distance; sculpted like flint arrow heads.
Intriguing shadows and shapes. Flat plain with
an occasional undulation. Not really sand and
not dirt but somewhere in between. To the left
on a slight rise is Fort Lallemand, an old Foreign
Legion fort built in 1894. Square in shape with
rooms on the perimeter and an open courtyard
in the center. Large wooden gate with castellated
tower. We couldn’t go in as it’s now occupied
by Arabs of some sort. We peered into the fort
through the narrow slatted windows, saw the
courtyard, and what was probably the officer’s
mess with paintings and drawings on the wall.
Off again for an hour or so and then just as it’s
darkening we pull off to set up camp. First time
before nightfall for making camp. Nice camp
site apparently mechanically produced, flat with
a 10 or 12 foot dike in the shape of a roundish
square. Set up camp according to a plan produced
by John and me along with a Main Street. Nice
and orderly. Dinner and then around to some
drinking and a camp meeting. Blow up over
rushing along and not seeing much. All thrashed
out and we return to have a few drinks. My tent
mate * * * goes too far and is soon as drunk
as a skunk—really filthy drunk—bad language,
insults, can’t stand up, etc. Finally got her to bed
where she spills out her life and everyone else’s.
Next morning up and off at just past 8 am, this
to be a long day. Flat, monotonous country with
only the occasional clump of weed. Abandoned
55 gal drums scattered here & there. General
trash along the road. See a few camels wandering
about—whatever do they eat? On towards Hassi
El Guebbour and after many signs—100 kms,
50 kms, 20 kms, 10 kms—we arrive and find a
crossroads, gas pumps, and small, small store, plus
lots of junk and discarded crap in general. Almost
like something in Nevada or a forgotten mining
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town in New Mexico. We stop for a beer—which
is nice—and have our lunch of bread, cheese,
tomato; sardines for some. Three oil men come in:
a big burly blond S. African and two quieter older
men, a Canadian and a Britisher. Drove up in a
Dodge Dart. Told some colorful stories of being
lost, accidents (rolling over coming down sand
dunes), etc. They told us that the large helicopters
at Quargla were Russian. Start out again and drive
all afternoon—changing landscape flat with no
horizon to tall hills flanking our track. All very
desolate irrespective. Occasional truck goes by or a
gov’t Landrover. Very, very few pleasure vehicles.
Find some clumps of sagebrush and some little
hillocks along the road in Ohanet and camp there
for the night just after sunset, the flares from the
nearby oil camp in the distance.
❦
Thursday 26 October 1972. El Adeb Larache,
Algeria. Up at 6 am, breakfast, pack up, and off.
Very barren scenery, long vistas. We keep noticing
gouges in the soil along the road, obviously
created by bulldozers. These occur every 50
or 80 yards. Perhaps something to do with the
construction of the road or maybe oil. On we go
and then suddenly down a steep curving grade
with a view out over the plain below, garbled
moonlike topography, dry and dead-looking. We
had actually been traveling on a plateau and now
were descending the escarpment. About 10 am
we approach In Amenas, an oil town of some size
for the Sahara but really very small. To the left
as we come in we spy a Siafu LR: they’ve been
waiting for us, so now we’ve finally caught up.
They lead us to where the others are, which is
the Gendarmerie. Here we must fill out forms
and register to cross the lower Sahara. That takes
about an hour. We also buy food and have a bit
of lunch and then—strangely enough but to our
pleasure—the groups are split up again in the
same fashion. We on to the hot springs at Larache,
and Tim and the larger group pushing on to Fort
Gardel, much further along the way to Djanet.
This means we’ll make camp earlier then ever
11
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before. So we leave In Amanas after filling up
with petrol and water and then South. Soon we’re
amidst magnificent sand dunes, wind sculpted
and finely chiseled at the edges. Some must be
200 feet or more in height. These we soon leave
behind and once again we’re driving through flat
hard-packed sand and stones, gnarled clumps of
earth scattered abut. Again, desolation. Then the
black top surface ends and we’re on a washboard
gravel & dirt road, very shaky, seems like the LR
will fall apart. But in a few kms we’re at the oil
camp where the hot spring is. Surrounded by tall
grasses and trees we find the long-awaited hot
spring, a small concrete swimming pool affair,
sunk in the sand, with marvelously warm water—
about bath water temperature. After erecting the
tents we rush to do our washing, shampooing,
and then swimming. Glorious sensation to be
clean again. Some Austrians in a VW bus are also
here, and some Englishmen from the oil company
drop by for a chat.
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enjoyable. About 1:30 this morning there was a
mighty scream from the next tent: It was Janie
and Jo screaming at some drunken Arab who had
snuck into their tent. They chased him off and
then Jo came to my tent with John going in with
Janie, all to soothe their nerves.
❦
Sunday 29 October 1972. North of Ft. Gardel,
Algeria. We finally met up with the other group
last night and camped beside the road in an
area of churned up dirt and rock—some sort of
a construction project evidently. Met up with
them about 6 pm yesterday after traveling all
day from Illizi (left at 9 am), a total of 135 miles
of very hard driving. The day before was even
worse: 80 miles. From the hot springs we left
for—optimistically—Ft. Gardel on Friday around
11 am. Earlier we drove out to one of the oil rigs
to have a look around. The Englishman who was
at the party showed us around. Unfortunately, no
work was then being done. American equipment,
Russian cement; windy and cold. Back to camp
where some work is done on the other LR and
then off. Very slow as the road is extremely
rippled. Can’t go slow and can’t go fast. We tend
to average about 30 mph and nearly shake the
rover apart. Notice camels here and there and
an occasional swallow diving down and flitting
along close to the ground. Also, some large black
birds very much like crows. We climb up to a
large plateau where the landscape is very bleak,
indeed, and all rock, mostly a shale-like rock.
Further on we have a blowout north of Illizi at
Hassi Issendjel. Get it changed rather quickly but
are now getting short of spares. Some Touregs
watched our tire changing: Tall thin men in
bright blue loose-fitting robes with black wound
turbans. They have the turbans done up to cover
their mouths and noses. One wanted a ride to
Illizi with us but Geoff refused: a walk for him
then of 30 miles. We bomb on and just after a
long bad stretch we come around the corner and
down a hill and there’s Illizi, a welcomed site. It’s
a Toureg town but more importantly a military

❦
Friday 27 October 1972. Larache, Algeria.
Have a nice dinner of Beef Stroganoff and just as
we finish the Arab chef from the camp comes by
with a salad, roast beef, omelet, apples, etc. All
very delicious. Great sensation to be able to bite
into something rather than ‘drinking’ soup-like
stew. A happy sensation of nutritional fulfillment.
Around 8 pm, a number of oil men from the
camp show up, as well as the Austrians in the VW
bus. We drink wine and Scotch, and quite quickly
several of the Algerians are drunk. Drunkenness in
an Arab apparently leads to sexual aggressiveness
as they were all trying to whisk off the women
in the camp; none were successful. Quite a crew
of people: A silvered-haired Scotsman of at least
50 (actually 62!), a Yorkshireman, Canadian,
American, German. A lonely six weeks, seven days
a week shift, followed by two weeks in civilization.
Good pay evidently. The evening progresses with
more drunkenness until finally people leave and
we drift to bed, after 11 sometime. We had our
first wood fire last night which was relaxing &
12
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post. We made camp in a wide riverbed not far
from town. The Austrians arrived in their VW
bus and also camped near us. The next day they
went by camels off to see the cave paintings. After
setting camp, Peter, Jo, Janie & I went to the
hotel that lay a couple of hundred yards behind
us. Circular fan on the ceiling. Beer 2.5 dinars.
Only one beer and then back. Some German
astrophysicists came into the bar just as we were
leaving. A good dinner, then to bed. John sick.
I’ve been quite healthy the whole time except for
a cold I picked up on the boat from Genoa.
The next day, Sunday, we started out at about
9 am after stopping in the town to shop. Geoff
bought some black turban cloth; Helen some
bubble gum. Matches. Nice blanket but expensive
($25). Interesting store: small, large open door.
Stock on shelves, limited. Flashlights, dishes,
some food. Patient man at counter. Today, we had
two blowouts, the first used up the last spare tire
between the two LRs, the second was a problem.
We unloaded one LR, took off one of the other
wheels from ours, sent the healthy one off to catch
the main group to get new spares. As we thought
this would take the rest of the day, we put up a
tarp, turned on the tape, had lunch, and began
to relax. No sooner were we comfortable than
the other LR came back with the tires. In all, a
delay of about three hours. Packed up again, we
go off and eventually catch the main group after
dark. Most of Saturday was traveling on hard dark
rocks, very grim countryside. Over a spectacular
pass: switchbacks taking us down to the valley.
Passed a Toureg grave: a pile of rocks along the
road with his blue cape on top. Road became
more mountainous as we went on. Weird shaped
rocks, almost like the Southwestern USA.
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to miss: well, we missed it. Where it was supposed
to be is a very large and quite beautiful valley,
occasional trees, rock spires, sand dunes. Not
as dry here, evidently. Some of the road is quite
difficult because of sand. Earlier in the day we
came down a steep mountain pass with a grand
vista ahead with tall rock spires; going down we
came upon a Toureg with six or eight camels
going up. We had to stop to let him pass and
took photos as he did. Gave him some cigarettes
for which he thanked us but adding that he
couldn’t smoke them until that evening because
of Ramadan. His wives (two) followed him several
hundred feet behind with six or eight donkeys.
They were all going to new pasture. Later in the
day as we approached Djanet small blades of grass
could be seen in the desert floor and the scenery
became more colorful and interesting. Lots of
camels here & there, their front legs hobbled.
Finally into Djanet about 4:30 pm. The earlier
arrivals had made camp about a mile into a long
wide sandy ravine just outside of town. Soon had
our tents up, had dinner, and to bed. Up the next
morning with my first occurrence of loose bowels,
not too bad at first but gets worse. Many have
already had it, others yet to come. There’s some
sort of bug going around with fever, the runs,
and nausea. Jo, John & I go into town to get
the mail and pick up new gas cylinders then back
to camp, then in again to check into the hotel.
Room for two for 10 dinar apiece (ca. £1). Little
straw cabins (60 of them) with a sandy courtyard,
palm trees, flowers. I go to bed and sleep off and
on until Wednesday morning. Monday night
the worse as I have to get up and run out about
every ½ hour. Better on Tuesday. Go out to camp
Tuesday night to see the two sheep that are being
cooked by some Touregs for the group. Look &
smell good—both on a spit. Didn’t stay until they
were eaten but heard they were tough. Back at
the hotel that night there was a large gathering of
natives out front singing, dancing, and drumming
for two or three hours in celebration of the start of
the revolution (November 1) which is a national
holiday. Very repetitive beat but interesting
rhythms. This morning (Wednesday) I feel pretty

❦
Wednesday 1 November 1972. Djanet, Algeria.
Sunday we set off with the main group minus
the truck and one sick LR which went on several
hours before. Our destination: Djanet. Our first
goal, however, is Ft. Gardel which we are told is
an abandoned Foreign Legion post and impossible
13
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well although I still have a bit of the runs. No
food since Monday breakfast except five or six
Ritz crackers, two cups of Oxo, and a cup of tea.
Write some PCs and this journal. Will check out
today before noon. Problem with money as the
town is dry, i.e. no more Algerian money. Some
was supposed to come in on the plane last night so
should be OK later.
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It lasts one month (moon). They can’t smoke,
eat, drink, or even swallow between sunup and
sundown.
Big water problem in Djanet: the water in
the town is turned on only at certain times. At
the hotel very few people got a chance to take a
shower and the toilets wouldn’t flush.
Several other vehicles in town: French couples
in two Citroen “mini mokes” and some Germans
in Renaults.
Big hassle with the hotel man over payment of
the bill. Finally ironed out after about an hour or
so.
The houses in Djanet are primarily stone as
broken stone makes up most of the landscape
away from the oasis itself. All are one story except
for the occasional more western-style buildings.
There is both an old town and a new town.
The old town climbs up a hillside and is very
organic, blending with the rocks as to be almost
indistinguishable from its surroundings.
The grave yard in Djanet is just a large stone
yard, looking no different than the natural ground
except for pointed stones set upright on low
mounds of rocks.

❦
Thursday 2 November 1972. Djanet, Algeria.
Back to camp late Wednesday afternoon. Still
no food for me (none since Monday breakfast).
Soon to bed. Up three times with a relapse.
Seemingly OK on Thursday morning. Break camp
in morning. Probably won’t be on the way until at
least noon. Bididi, our Toureg guide, has arrived:
An older man, quite distinguished looking, tall in
light blue robes.
There’s a group of men here working for
Aero Service, Americans & Canadians. They’ve
been buzzing us every morning in their airplane
and drinking with some of the group at the bar
at night. They seem very bored with the place,
especially during Ramadan. Each year Ramadan
starts about 15 days later than the year before.

❦
Saturday 4 November
1972. Ca. 60 miles SW of
Djanet, Algeria. It’s now 11
am and we have just stopped
somewhere in the desert to let
Tim change a flat tire and to
brew up some tea. This was
our earliest day—we got up at
4 am, still dark. Today we’ve
been totally off the track, no
roads or signs. Large sand
dune mountains and then rock
outcroppings and gravel. One
sandy stretch up a hill that
cause us all sorts of problems.
Had to unload the trailer,
carry everything up the hill,
use sand ladders on about four
14
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of the LRs. Whole thing took
about 1½ -2 hours. Can of
cold orange juice afterwards
(divided seven ways) tasted
good. Our LR now contains:
Me, John, Jo, Janie, Paul,
Francie, Helen, Oki, Lucille.
We finally left Djanet
yesterday (Friday) afternoon
about 3 or so pm, after long
delays and all sorts of mish
mash. Had to go to police
station on Thursday around
1 pm or so to have passports
stamped; thought we could
do all paperwork at one time.
No way. Told to come back
on Friday at 10:30; therefore
another day in Djanet. Officials
real bastards. So out the road a way to a camel
well to spend the night. The truck climbs a sand
hill and the differential goes—not an easy thing
to fix. Get a camp set up—no tents, those will
go over us. Have dinner and afterwards Tim
announces that the LRs will go ahead and that
the truck will stay to get fixed. May take ten days
of so. So then the big task of splitting everything
up, repacking LRs, pulling the truck out and so
on. All done by about 11:30 am Friday. Into town
to police to pick up passports, then to customs
to declare our money—a long process and then
finally on our way.
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the valley. Sandy floor. Again, slept out with no
tents. Warmer Sunday night than Saturday night.
This morning, during one of our flatter stretches,
we came upon a caravan of about 25 camels and
four men, apparently Touregs. Most of the camels
were loaded down with goods, water, wood &
straw. Very nice looking lean camels, white & gray
mostly, one with a big black patch around his left
eye. They stood there very well behaved as we
took photographs. Also, this morning as we broke
camp, we all posed for a group photograph with
Tim taking all the photos.
Yesterday, Saturday, we started from our
campsite at around 6:30 am and had hard
going all day. Often deep sand and large clumps
of grass that had to be maneuvered around.
Probably made a bit over 100 miles by the time
we stopped at 4:30. Nice countryside, however.
Purple mountains, jagged rocks, narrow wadis
and canyons, Our brew-up stop was at 1 pm at a
pleasant place with a camel watering hole, a large
concrete swimming pool-like structure about four
feet deep. Cold water. We filled some empty gerry
cans from the adjacent well. Early that day we had
run into a herd of goats being taken to Djanet.
Bididi, our guide, traded them some things for a
goat which he wanted for his evening meal and
for us as well. Nobody was much interested in

❦
Monday 6 November 1972, Noon. AlgerianNiger border. Brewing up time at noon at the
border marker between Algeria and Niger. Strong
wind and lots of airborne sand make it difficult
being outside. Have done quite well today with
respect to mileage—probably at least 150. Have
been cruising around 40, sometimes 50, but now
the LR is behaving a bit sluggishly so we’ve been
slowing down. We camped last night in a very
attractive place—a small bowl formed by rock hills
on all sides except for a narrow opening out to
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eating goat but we tied it up and put it in the back
of one of the LRs. Everyone though it a cute &
friendly goat but at lunch time Bididi finished
him off in about five seconds and had him neatly
butchered shortly afterward. He rode the rest of
the way on top of Tim’s LR, a puny naked carcass.
I had a small piece that night but didn’t find it
particularly good or bad. At our Sunday night
campsite, soon after getting there, we saw two
Arabs coming down the hillside towards us. They
turned out to be friends of Bididi’s who were on
their way to Djanet with some camels. They sat
around Bididi’s campfire and were given by him
some of the goat. They drank their very sweet
tea out of a small glass. It was passed around and
we tasted it—it’s said to be impolite if you don’t
finish off the glass.
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The route Tuesday was quite scenic—again very
much like parts of the American southwest. Not
as arid as further north, more colors: purples and
pinks. Fairly rough road, though. Bumps and dips
and still occasional sand. But we are on a track—
not just going across unbroken country—and have
been since the Algerian-Niger border. Passed no
cars either way since Djanet so traffic is certainly
light.
Monday afternoon one problem was a sand hill,
up which none of the LRs made it without lots of
pushing & shoving, sand ladders flying. Monday
night we camped on the edge of a large rock
formation, a good campsite but very windy during
the night.
Here in Iferouane we’ve encountered our first
salesmen—within minutes after arrival men &
boys had come to sell rings, bracelets, knives, and
necklaces made of leather and cloth and decorated
that are really wallets with numerous pockets.
Many are quite handsome but as we have no
Niger money yet I’ll wait until Agadez. Hard to
bargain—we talked this morning with some men
selling these neck wallets and we couldn’t budge
them. The going price seemed to be about 10
French francs.
Things seem a bit confused now; at first a side
trip was going to be worked out to go back to
Adrar Bous to look for arrowheads, but that’s
been scuttled. Now, it looks like a camel day
trip. There’s a Frenchman here—Claude—who
runs a thing called “Sahara Tours,” a French firm
here that takes people out for desert tours. Very
expensive. He’s been helpful to the northbound
Siafu group and I believe is arranging the camel
trip. We went by his base of operations this
afternoon to ask about water: what a layout:
verandas, artifacts everywhere, nice rugs, big
shade trees, a gigantic stone that’s used for a
dining table (lunch was set). Our mouths watered.
They were drinking cold beer!! Almost Mexican
atmosphere. Also met this afternoon an English
missionary who’s with a group called “Mission
Evangelique Saharien,” a non-denominational
Christian mission. We pulled three gerry cans of
water out of his well by a rope. A good 50 feet

❦
Wednesday 8 November 1972. Iferouane,
Niger. Middle of the day in this the first
settlement since Djanet. Having a cup of tea and
sitting in the dusty-sandy “town square” in which
we are now camped. Nothing in this town—no
shops or bars—just a P.O. and some mosques.
Straw dome-shaped huts surrounded by corrals.
Many trees—hard to say what type but not palm
trees, and therefore welcomed shade. Mountains
in the background, much like the mountains
around Southern California or New Mexico.
The area is somewhat like parts of Mexico must
appear. We arrived here late yesterday afternoon
to see over in a grove of trees the northbound
SIAFU group, all stretched out on their camp
beds looking worn but comfortable. They’ve
been very short of food and we’ll be giving them
one week’s worth of our supply (two weeks for
them as they’re 24 in three LRs). The trip that
day (Tuesday) was uneventful—we started off by
leaving one LR to retrace 20 or so miles to the
place where Jo left her camera. They found it and
caught up to us at our brew-up site which was
beside some rock carvings. The carvings I climbed
up to look at were deeply cut into the rock, no
coloring or decoration, merely outlines of giraffes.
16
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spending about an hour at Claude’s compound
while I tried to figure out the Croix du Sud.
Headed for Arlit where the bank is. Not a
particularly picturesque route. Fair amount of
sand. Get to Arlit around 2:30 or so. A new
town that’s grown up around the uranium mines.
Many little shops selling about the same thing.
No sign of Arabic any more—more English, also
French. Two distinct groups here: Touregs and
black Africans of the Nigerian variety—colorful
printed dresses & shirts, dark dark skins, Negroid
features. Not as proud and strong looking as the
Touregs. We have a wait of an hour or so until the
bank reopens so we walk down the main drag—a
dirty dusty thoroughfare flanked by one-story
mud buildings and open-air stalls—and find a
bar where we drink our first beer in a long time
and are able to pay in US$. Also buy cigarettes,
candy, etc. After the bank re-opened we went
back and stocked up on beer, biscuits, etc. We’re
befriended by a young fellow about 15 who told
us where to buy things and followed us around. It
turned out that he had guided a group of people
up from Agadez about two weeks before and
was now looking for a ride back. We hesitated
but finally made room for him, left town about 5
pm and made camp about 6 kms south of Arlit.
Agali—our young guide—slept with a blanket.
Next day over difficult corrugated roads through
basically uninteresting country to Agadez which
we reached in the middle of the afternoon. Saw a
giraffe wandering in the middle of the main street.
Very brown adobe town, almost like Sante Fe—
except few trees. Dropped our passports off at the
police station, said good-bye to our friend, Agali,
and drove out about five miles to the camping
ground where we could stay. Nice place situated
in an oasis—swimming pool, showers, etc. Run,
the story goes, by a former SS Nazi. Soon we’ll be
going into town for the morning.

down—murky water, Man had spent 20 years in
Algeria.
This town is a Toureg center but they seem
darker and more Negroid than in Djanet. It seems
now that we are really in Africa, because of the
color and landscape.
Last night there as a celebration—dancing &
drum music—not unlike the one in Djanet, to
celebrate the end of Ramadan.
❦
Friday 10 November 1972, 7:30 am.
Iferouane, Niger. We’re now in the process of
packing up to move on to Arlit which is a mining
town about five or six hours away.
Yesterday we did, in fact, go on a camel ride
which turned out to be quite good. We drove
out around 8 am to a valley about 12 miles away
where about 40 camels and seven or eight men
were waiting for us. We lost no time climbing on
board—going up I shared my camel with Pam, she
sitting behind me. We climbed slowly up a long
valley along a dry watercourse—very nice scenery.
Large boulders, thorn trees, palm trees, tall rock
mountains on either side. After about two hours
we got off the camels and then walked for about
½ hour until we reached a small algae-green pool.
I was so dirty from about a week of no washing
that I grabbed my bar of soap and dashed in. Had
a real proper wash as well as a shampoo. Dried off
in the sun and then we all laid about for an hour
or so, walked back a ways, and then on to the
camels again. A different camel this time, with a
shorter saddle—more pain. There’s a single rein
attached to a ring in the camel’s nose. You can
guide them like a horse and they respond very
well. You take your shoes off and sit with your
feet resting on the lowest part of the camel’s neck.
To get them to kneel—and thus able to mount
them—you pull back on the rein and press your
feet down on their neck and then you lurch back
and forth several times and you’re down again.

❦
Monday 13 November 1972. Agadez, Niger.
Went into Agadez yesterday about 11:30 am.
Drove right to the market place, a large square
flanked by one-story buildings most of which

❦
Sunday 12 November 1972. Agadez, Niger.
We left Iferouane around 9:30 on Friday after
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are also a big item. About 12:30 we went over to
the Hotel d’Air, a colorful mud hotel with a bar
of interesting appearance: Japanese calendar on
the wall, fan on ceiling, plastic flowers, Johnny
Walker Red for £6. Had a Biere Niger for 140F
and no sooner were seated in the garden then the
trinket salesmen—men & boys—hovered like flies.
Bargaining is expected and really it all becomes
a game. Nearly as good as the Egyptians. After
our drink we went to the mosque, reputedly the
oldest in Africa which is the tallest structure in
town: a tapering four-sided structure of adobe
with wood beams sticking out on all four sides.
You must duck your head, almost crawl, to enter
and then you twist your way up to the top. The
passageway gets narrower and narrower as you
approach the top. But all worthwhile as the view
is quite nice. A very flat town, all the way to the
horizon. Some mountains very far to the north
but otherwise flat. 100F to get into mosque
and one leaves ones shoes outside. Then back to
camp for a shower and a swim and clean clothes,
always a pleasant change. Back into Agadez in the
evening around 8 pm for a beer in the hotel. Went
first by the “Family House Hotel” where Cherry’s
godmother was staying (also on a trans-Africa trip
but one with far more trouble than ours). Then
to the main hotel, sat on the floor of the bar and
drank our beer, talked a bit with some of the other
overlanders in the area, and then home.

housed small shops. The center of the plaza
was a mass of activity, centered mostly around
eight or ten rows of tiny stalls, open air, from
which food, clothes, rugs, leather ware, grains,
hats, etc., were sold. Dirty and dusty but still
colorful. Blending of Touregs on the one hand,
and Negroes on the other. Camels here & there.
Spices and peppers out on the ground for sale.
Bought some fritter-like donuts for 5F each (ca.
230F to the 1$). At the end of the market was
the meat market, quite a stomach-turning sight.
Chunks and strips of unknown meat lying about
either on tables or just in the dust all in the sun
and all covered with thousands of flies. Did some
window shopping, sort of speak, but only bought
a Toureg leather wallet, the sort that hang around
ones’ neck (400F). The big thing here is silver
and especially the Agadez cross. I really had no
interest so I didn’t buy. Toureg swords and knives

❦
Tuesday 14 November 1972. Zinder, Niger.
Up on Monday, broke camp, and then spent until
about noon in Agadez, shopping, filling up with
petrol, and then finally to the hotel for a last beer,
all followed by hordes of hawkers. Out of town
and south on a relatively good road, at least for
awhile. Gets progressively worse after we go up
to the plateau, about a 500 foot climb. More &
more trees, almost savanna. Pass many many camel
& donkey caravans and also by several wells where
large buckets of water were being pulled up by
donkeys & camels via ropes and pulleys. From
length of rope would say wells are at least 100 feet
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deep. Everybody friendly if somewhat curious.
Definitely more Negroid now. Touregs gradually
going. Finally made camp outside of [b l a n k ]
Tuesday up and breakfast of potatoes & chicken
mince. Several native girls about, some tasted the
food with no apparent relish. On to try to make
Zinder by night (Tuesday). Road improves at
Tanout and we make pretty good time. Saw five
small gazelles racing down the road; also lots of
ground squirrels and a growing number of birds.
Lots of dust. Came across a large market in the
middle of nowhere—livestock, meat, cloth, food,
etc. Past some more wells with camel, donkey and
now cattle power. Immense cows somewhat like
Brahmas with gigantic horns. Had lunch beside
the road under a tree just outside of Tanout.
Arrived in Zinder—and paved roads (first since
Algeria)—around 5 o’clock.
Large town that was once capital of Niger
during the French days. Went right to the hotel
where we went in for a beer, sitting in a cool
courtyard with flowers & birds. Soon the salesmen
were all hovering about. More sophisticated
(and better dressed) than in Agadez. Mostly
leatherwork (rugs, wallets, purses, briefcases) and
silver work (mostly filigree), neither very attractive
to me. Camped about four miles out of town.
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we pick up mail and then to the Central Hotel for
a beer. Not a bad hotel. Buy Time magazine, first
news from home.
Was sick briefly Tuesday night; perked up by
Wednesday. Vultures along the road down to
Kano. Peanut growing everywhere: large sacks
along the road; people sorting. First crops since
Tunisia & Algeria—rows of corn, on way to
Kano. Camped behind Central Hotel Wednesday
afternoon. After cleaning up walked down to the
Kano Club and took out a one-week membership
(£1). Not a bad place after a month in the desert:
Had a beer by the pool and then dinner of steak
& chips, strawberries & cream, coffee for 7/6
Nigerian (ca. 95¢ US). Back to camp & to bed.
❦
Saturday 18 November 1972. Kano, Nigeria.
Sitting by the pool at the Kano Club after a
lunch of toasted cheese & tomato sandwich and a
delicious paw-paw melon (5/-). It looks like we’ll
be here longer than expected. Wednesday is now
the estimated departure time. A week in Kano
and mostly spent sitting around this club, the best
thing in town but seedy and rundown by civilized
standards. Inexpensive food. Did spend Thursday
morning driving around Kano: a low-lying place
with little pattern or structure. Relatively posh out
where we are but very poor in the old town. Open
sewers everywhere. Much market activity—stalls
everywhere and all seems prosperous (but still
dirty & poor). Our campsite is quite convenient
to the club & the Central Hotel—easy walking
distance. Problem with theft—Kano is notorious
for it—so we have some Toureg guards, who
mostly sleep, and post two of our own at twohour intervals. So far, some clothes have been
lifted as well as Stan’s radio. Many people sick
again—fever, cramps, dizziness. Possibly middle
ear infection. Hasn’t hit me yet. Jackie has been
sick since Iferouane and is flying back to London
tonight. Very large vultures gliding effortlessly
high up and fat ones haunching on the trees.
Christmas music (recorded) playing in Leventis
Market. January 1 date for switching from £sd to

❦
Thursday 16 November 1972. Kano, Nigeria.
Up Wednesday morning to overcast weather. Tim
says it’s dust in the air but I doubt this. In any
event, off we go on smooth paved roads for Kano.
More & more people now and towns and traffic.
Women walking with bowls on their heads along
the highway; men on donkeys and occasionally
a horse. Through the Niger customs and then
Nigeria, no problem at either. Immediate change
in Nigeria—more western looking. All in English,
of course. More building construction. More
cars. More people. Still the overcast weather. Real
grass and larger trees now, some looking a bit like
small elm trees. In Kano, a large bustling town.
Haven’t seen so many people since Tunis. Taxis.
Gas stations everywhere. Drive to the P.O. where
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Naira & Kobols. Already switched to right hand
driving last January.
❦
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with white trim and little peaks on the corners of
the flat roofs and over the entrance ways. Lots of
bicycles, especially in Kano but also in the country.
Large horned cattle everywhere. Large pushcarts
made from old car chassis for moving goods in
Kano. Trucks used for busses–very crowded—
along the road to Maidugari. No Touregs south of
Kano, all blacks. Men with round straw hats with
brims or brimless caps heavily decorated and some
plain white. Stop to make camp about 4:45 pm.

Wednesday 22 November 1972. Between Kano
and Maidugari, Nigeria. Left this morning from
Kano after a week of leisure, primarily spent at
the Kano Club, eating, drinking & swimming.
Did go on Tuesday to the Museum, a tiny place
across from the Emir’s Palace with nice displays
of cloth, pottery, knives, etc. Also, walked
through the old market which is the most colorful
we’ve seen: a labyrinth of narrow criss-crossing
passageways with open stalls under matted roofs
supported by old adobe walls & columns. Very
active. Food, cloth, clothes, shoes, chemicals,
jewelry, everything. Some nice things but I’ve
been spending too much as it is. Also went by
the dying vats in the old town. Perhaps 50 or 60
deep (10-12’) holes scattered about a small hill
in the middle of a poor area. Into these, dyes—all
indigo—are mixed and cloth dyed. You could
hear heavy thumps close by and we found they
came from some thatched houses where we [sic]
were banging away with heavy mallets beating the
cloth, which is made up of strips sewn together, to
blend in the seams. Yesterday afternoon we drove
out to a village about 12 miles from Kano to
see an initiation ceremony involving masochistic
beatings, etc. It had been postponed, however,
but the village was interesting nonetheless. Very
curious people, probably 200. Lots of market
activity. Cooking doughnuts. All the people
crowded around the Landrovers.
Left Kano on a beautiful road, best since the
Autostrade in Italy. After about 75 miles the road
went sour—all kinds of road construction. Tarmac
later but not as good as before. Flat rolling
country with trees scattered everywhere, some
very large in girth (Baobab?). Large vultures in the
trees. White herons common. Lots of cultivated
fields—maize I’m told: like large corn plants. Also,
ground nuts. Village architecture not too different
from what we’ve seen all the way from Iferouane:
straw compounds with mostly circular thatched
huts. Occasional bright colored stucco houses

❦
Sunday 26 November 1972. Near Gouna,
Cameroon. Beginning the 8th week out today–
seems like a long time. I’m now sitting in the cool
shade of a bridge abutment spanning the Bénoue
River—or tributary—just outside Parc National
de la Bénoue in Cameroon. Apparently we’re near
the village of Gouna. It’s pretty country, wetter
& more humid then earlier places, tall grass along
the river bank, green trees everywhere, cornfields
on the banks about the river. Damp last night
but few pests or insects. Feel very nice and clean
now as I had a wash up in the river where it runs
fairly fast and also did some washing. Trucks keep
roaring across the bridge but other than that it’s
pretty peaceful. Lots of birds about, all chirping
and singing. Monkeys in the trees spotted by
some but not by me. Hot and more humid. Had
a long day yesterday, Saturday, as we drove about
180 miles over bad roads—some tarmac but
predominantly dirt roads of poor quality and very,
very dusty—from near Marona to our present
campsite. We stopped in Marona to change some
money and to have a Coke. A nice little town,
very shaded, with trees that probably were planted
by the French—neat lines along the roads. The
bank was interesting (230 CFA = $1) in that
there was a French woman as a teller, pack of
Gitane beside her. In a sense, pleasant to be back
in French Africa. Soon off again, more & more
population & traffic as we go. Uncomfortable
riding. Julie now in our LR. Into Garoua around
2:30 pm and a walk around the market which was
disappointing. Had a beer. Found later that we
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missed the hotel which is supposed to be right
out of France—run by a French couple, with rare
cuisine, drinks, etc. On again with more dust
and many trucks zooming by and then into the
night and eventually to our present campsite.
On the day before, Friday, we crossed the border
after staying the night about ten miles south of
Maidugari, Nigeria. That night, Thursday, was
Thanksgiving—our menu, however, included
no Turkey, rather macaroni with meat sauce and
carrots—oh, well, next year. No real problem
crossing the border but did have to fill out the
ever-present cards and made a second stop for
the carnets to be stamped. Scenery in Carmeroon
became quite interesting & varied despite the
still ever-present suspended dust in the air. More
topography, rolling hills, rock formations, scrub
trees in the hills. Natives appear about the same
(kids always yelling ‘cadeux’ meaning they want
a present). Men wearing the straw coolie-type
hats that we first saw in Agadez. Women often
bare-breasted and with colorful patterned cloth
often with the President or someone else pictured
on them, as sarongs or wraps. This sort of thing
has been common since Kano. Villages about the
same architecturally. Now almost no adobe, all
straw.
Thursday we drove from just east of Kari,
Nigeria, through Maiduguri—where we tightened
the LR heads and filled up with petrol, not
particularly a pleasant place, open sewers and
odors, although I’m sure there are pleasant parts
of town—and after clearing Nigerian customs
out of town a few miles to make camp (Thursday
night).
One interesting event of the day was a midday stop in a roadside village where probably 20
men in robes and carrying spears were racing on
horseback, three at a time, back and forth. Very
frisky horses. Several people had a go at riding,
but after seeing Clive get thrown off with the
horse falling on him, I declined a ride.
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the trots have returned. About to leave our
campsite, a nice one in high grass with many small
low trees. Arrived here around 5:30 yesterday
after a very scenic drive from Bénoue Park, some
quite nice large hills, rolling countryside, heavy
grass, nice trees. Definitely out of the desert now.
Still dusty driving though. Ngaoundere not a
bad town. More French looking in that there are
more than mud huts—some honest to goodness
buildings. Went to the market and had a beer. Still
dirt road with occasional tarmac.
❦
Wednesday 29 November 1972. 15 miles east
of RCA border. Up early and writing this as John
slips out of Julie’s bed—how uncomfortable it
must be. The sun has risen as an orange globe.
Some boys from the nearby village have arrived
(6 am) with their transistor and bananas to sell.
Yesterday we covered a fair distance over mostly
poor roads. Again lots of dust. Sitting in the
front seat all day so not too bad for me. Through
Cameroon customs Tuesday afternoon; took
about three hours. Did some shopping and had a
beer at Garoua-Boulai, the border town. Not at
all attractive, one main street with shops on each
side. Village architecture seems to be changing
since yesterday afternoon. Now more white
washed mud brick & stucco with thatch roofs and
no compounds or demarcating walls. Agricultural
burning all yesterday, right up to the road in some
places. Saw a snake crossing the road and the day
before some gigantic hornbills (birds) and two
or three baboons scampering up a hill. All the
wildlife so far.
❦
Thursday 30 November 1972. Between Bouar
& Bangui, RCA. About to break camp—a
cornfield about ten feet from the road. 15 or 20
natives milling about hoping for some spare cans
or food. Had a long day yesterday. Through RCA
border formalities. About an hour in Bouar, a
nice town with a pretty lively hotel with verandah.

❦
Tuesday 28 November 1972. Ca 40 miles SW
of Ngaoundere, Nigeria. Feeling a little sticky—
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the falls. (Lost one pair of underpants and one
plastic sandal over the falls.) Not quite healthy
again; appetite very low and have lost probably
12-15 lbs. Clothes don’t fit anymore. Tomorrow
into Bangui. Drive yesterday was dusty with no
great change in scenery. Rolling terrain, some
scrub & savanna alternating with tall trees with
fluted footings (banyan trees?) and jungle growth
in the river bottoms. Villages very close together,
often every 100 yards or so. Invariably, adobe
one-story houses in a row often on both sides
of the road, whitewash fronts (natural sides),
hipped roof of thatch. Cooking fire out front.
Door in front & rear, usually no windows. Trees
in villages often whitewashed near the ground.
Also rocks. Expect French influence. French is
still official language. Villages always on hills with
rivers below. Soil is red dust, like Virginia. Lots
of chickens and small short legged goats, look
almost like dwarfs. Although women dress in the
same bright printed materials as in Cameroon &
Nigeria, the men seem more to dress in western
clothes, often shorts & a short-sleeved shirt,
often all in rags, however. Came upon a scorpion
Thursday morning after breakfast. Captured it in a
small metal cylinder. Today is RCA independence
day and we could see preparation for it along the
way. Evidently a big celebration today in Bangui.

Had a beer (120 CFA). Lots of dust. Poor roads.
Villages more & more numerous. All houses in
a line, whitewash on stucco brick. No windows.
More chickens. Stopped at village on the road
where a celebration of sorts was in progress.
Tim thought it a funeral. Drums and a circle of
bouncing women—bare breasted with leaves tied
to their belts. Occasionally one or several of the
women would fall to the ground and roll in the
dust embracing one another. Men played the part
of hunters & warriors with imaginary spears &
guns. Watched for about ½ hour then on again.
Agricultural burning still going on. Seem to be
better now; didn’t think I have the trots this
morning.
❦
Friday December 1972. Boali des Chutes,
RCA. Sitting on the veranda of the Bar
Touristique at Les Chutes in Boali, RCA. 100
feet away is a roaring torrent of water, jungle
vegetation, and the hydro plant. Nice scenery,
humid. An interesting place, at the end of a road
to nowhere. Nice bar and we’re camping in the
front yard. Arrived yesterday at about 1 pm and
will be here until tomorrow. A nice rest; all my
laundry done plus several dips in the water about

❦
Sunday 3 December 1972.
Bangui, RCA. Sitting at the
Bangui Rock Club (300 CFR/
day) above the Ubangui River,
hard by the pool, looking 5
or 600 yards across the river
to Zaire on the other side, a
tall hill, brown in spots but
mostly green, all else pretty
flat, with a small beach and
a few houses here & there.
Fast flowing river with snags
being drawn along by the
swift current. Very hot and
sticky so constant dips in the
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pool are called for. A very nice club, very French
membership, all white, no signs of black members.
We’re camping across the street in a vacant lot,
not too unlike the situation at Kano. Two luxury
hotels right here, the Safari and the Rock. A very
colonial French sort of town, probably smaller
than Kano, certainly more western and chic. Lots
of nice shops with decorated shop windows. No
filth around. Very well maintained. Also, very
expensive. Much more than in the countryside
around. Being the capital, Banqui has its slew
of gov’t building, most in questionable modern
architecture, and a number of embassies, etc. The
president is a man named Bokassa and it appears
as though he’s pretty much of a dictator in the
pattern of Waugh’s Black Mischief. Yesterday he
was bombing all over town in his long wheelbase
Mercedes with about 25 motorcycle (BMWs)
cops as escort (dressed in black uniforms with
black jack boots), sirens wailing. In the afternoon
he appeared at the Safari Hotel complete with
red-cloaked fanfare band for a short reception
of some sort with the Ivory Coast head of state.
Impressive but wasteful. He has a very spacious
& ostentatious palace in the center of town as
well as riverfront bungalow and a summer palace
elsewhere, reached by the only decent road in
the RCA. We arrived here Saturday morning
about 9:30 am but were held up at the police
barrier which everyone must pass in order to get
into town. That took about an hour. We had left
Les Chutes around 7:30 am and had a smooth
if uneventful ride to Bangui. Upon arriving we
went to the bank to change money (closed), the
US Embassy to find out about Uganda situation
(closed), the police where we were supposed to
check our passports (couldn’t find their stamp),
and finally to the P.O. where we picked up our
mail. Then to the center where we stopped at
the New Palace Hotel, a rather colorful place
with a large old bar and a sidewalk café of sorts.
Doug, Sharon & I decided the only way to
get money was to order lunch and then pay in
dollars. Consequently, got a very fine omelet,
French bread, cold beer for 425 CFA and had
$10 changed at 215 CFA (poor). After lunch we
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went to our campsite opposite the Rock Hotel,
set things up, and then had a beer at the Safari
Hotel. After clean up John & I walked into
town along the river, past gigantic logs on the
bank destined for some saw mill, past old French
colonial buildings, past shady trees with their
white stockings on, past the market stalls to the
New Palace Hotel where we met Jo and had a
beer and were pestered by men selling butterflies,
knives, pocket books, even a string instrument
somewhat like a Japanese lute. Eventually out
on the town for dinner along with Stan & Clive.
Went to L’Orient, a Lebanese place that was
really very nice. A large garden in the rear with
little thatched-roof gazebos under which one eats
in candlelight with silver & tablecloths. Had a
delicious tomato salad, steak & chips, wine, and
coffee. My share = 1,000 CFA, about $4.
The big tourist item here are butterflies, both
loose and individually sealed in cellophane or in
the form of pictures composed of bits & pieces of
butterflies. No purchases.
First traffic lights I’ve seen since Tunis or
before. Taxis, too, and Paris-like busses.
Rats & cockroaches in the New Palace
Restaurant at lunch.
Striking green & yellow material used by both
men & women portrays the President, Bokassa, in
military uniform—garish but interesting.
Independence day and Ivory Coast decorations
everywhere.
Went off the high board at the Rock Club this
afternoon.
❦
Tuesday 5 December 1972. 8 miles out of
Bangui, RCA. 8 am and sitting in our roadside
campsite recovering from our first rainstorm since
Tunisia. Came down in buckets for about an hour
or so, high winds, lightning and thunder. Just got
our tent up in time but still got a bit wet. Got into
my bathing suit and had a prance outside—very
cool after the humid day but really didn’t get very
clean. Camp now looks like a Chinese laundry as
all manner & sorts of clothing are out to dry.
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Yesterday was a busy day—up early, broke
camp, went to US Embassy for extra passport
pages (had nice talk with Embassy man); to
police to get three stamps (hours), bank to
change money, P.O. for sending mail (expensive,
about 40¢ airmail to US); then around town
for a shopping tour. Lots of nice gourmet
foods—very expensive—paté, cheeses, meats,
tinned delicacies. Bought an ivory finger ring
and two yards of material with photo prints of
de Gaulle, Pompidou, & Bokassa—very chic.
Then to the New Palace Hotel where we drink
and eat (boiled eggs 30 F), sausage roll (125 F)
from the patisseries down the street and bits of
pastry. Then Jo, John, Julie & I took a Landrover
tour of Bangui, up by the American Ambassador’s
house, out to a church complex up the Ubangui
River, and to the top of the Safari Hotel for
photographs. Into town again, more shopping and
finally learned that we are, in fact, leaving town
that afternoon. Therefore, much running around
& confusion. Eventually, get out of town and
through the police check about 5:30 or so, then
out the road a bit to the first open space and set
up camp.
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ever since Bangui often have tightly wound braids
sticking out from their heads, pickaninny fashion,
some very long, eight or ten inches. Now notice
that men stand up when they pee, unlike the
desert peoples who squat.
❦
Friday 8 December 1972. 5 miles east of
Bangassou, RCA. Put in a new differential and
found it was something else. In time all was fixed
but two hours wasted. Got to Bambari just as the
others were pulling out. Searched around for a
spare part which was found; ate lunch in town,
filled up with water and had a beer at the hotel,
a nice place on a hill with a shaded view out over
the rolling hills. We drive on, the scenery at times
very pleasant. First, heavy jungle vegetation, then
open savanna-like country. Drive into the night
and finally reach the campsite around 9 pm. Les
Chutes, a nice place with a roaring waterfall and
plenty of areas to wash & swim. Set our beds
down near the water and had dinner, and to bed.
Next day, Thursday, we had a relaxing rest
until about 11 am, time to do our washing and
get cleaned up. The red dust from the roads
gets into you and red mud is created when body
meets water. Through very pleasant countryside
between Les Chutes & Bangassou, green, rolling,
nice trees, very pleasant. Into Bangassou about
1 pm or so, a nice place: spaced out, sleepy, lots
of French-planted trees, a number of stores,
one French operated. Stock up on a few things,
through customs, and out around 5 o’clock.
Selling monkeys & lizards in the market.
Ever since Nigeria, lizards everywhere, all
harmless. Now more and more round houses
with conical thatch roofs, mud base. Met some
Austrians and got $5 worth of Zaire money. Have
been eating lots of grapefruit, oranges, bananas,
paw-paw, and pineapple. Noticed some coffee
plantations yesterday. Mission churches very
common in RCA, Catholic & Baptist. Often just a
wood cross and some benches.

❦
Wednesday 6 December 1972. 10 miles east
of Grimari, RCA. By the side of the road at
9 am with a broken differential. A nice shaded
stretch of the highway, trees neatly planted on
each side. They say it’ll take about an hour to
fix. After cleaning up yesterday after the rain, we
set out about 10 am continuing on tarmac for
about 30 miles and then nicely graded gravel.
Lunch at Sibut, a nice town. Beer & bread.
Road degenerated after that to relatively poor.
Stopped for night at about 4:30. The country
east of Bangui is more attractive than what we
went through getting to Bangui. Nicer trees,
some very large, a thick green jungle vegetation.
Looks a bit more prosperous as well. Still many
villages. Architecture about the same. Some nicely
decorated houses. Less whitewash on houses but
nearly all trees have whitewashed bases. Women

❦
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Saturday 9 December 1972. 25 kms east of
Zemio, RCA. Quite a change in road conditions
after cutting off the main road outside of
Bangassou: less traffic (two trucks in two days),
friendlier villages, jungle right up to the side of the
road, we keep scraping the side of the LR. Quite
rough so we have to go slow. Nice scenery; jungle
then open areas then jungle again. Cross the
Chinko River, quite a wide one, on a ferry barge,
capacity two LRs, runs on cables with a Krupp
German engine. No charge. Lunch on the other
side at Rifai and then an hour or so changing a
half shaft on another LR. Head out again over
very poor roads—gulleys, stones, trenches: average
about 6 or 7 mph. Arrive after dark at camp. Party
of sorts for Dave McLean’s birthday.
Off Saturday morning again at a slow rate and
reach second ferry at Dembia about noon. Buy
some nice fresh grapefruit. On again. One flat tire.
Very bad roads, worst we’ve encountered on the
trip.
Lots of ants everywhere, including the large
Siafu type. Cotton fields here & there (but not
lately) with people outside their huts picking out
the seeds. Bicycles still common. Receive a gift of
about 30 oranges from the ferry man. Dave Ellen
climbed a paw-paw (papaya) tree and immediately
contracted a rash, very
severe itching, needed
lots of water, soap, and
antiseptic cream to stem it.
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missionary’s canoe-supported ferry (three canoes
plus a platform). Drove each LR down the bank,
onto the raft by means of wood ramps, rowed &
pushed the raft upstream a bit, then across into
the current, down and to the opposite bank.
About ¾ hours per LR and the trailer and all
the luggage. Started about noon, ended at 6 pm
in the dark. Paid the natives 500 CFA and the
chief 700. Evidently the first car crossing in three
months. A relatively big event for Zemio, a quiet
small place, as most of the population was there
to watch. The American missionary came over for
a talk, a nice woman of about 40 years; been in
RCA for ten years.
Left camp quite early for Zemio on Sunday,
expecting the roads to be horrible, as they were
on Saturday. But turned out pretty well so in town
by 9 am. Hung around a small store for awhile,
spent the last of our CFAs (talcum powder, peanut
butter, cookies).
Nearly every village has a dog, all short haired,
some very small like Chihuahuas. Eating more
& more fruit: still paw-paw, orange, tangerine,
grapefruit. Still see agricultural burning.
Everybody waves & smiles as we go by, especially
since Bangassou. Saw some trees damaged by
elephants this morning. Less population in Zaire

❦
Monday 11 December
1972. Ca. 35 into Zaire.
Yesterday, Sunday, we
spent most of the day
getting the Landrovers and
gear across the M’bomou
River from Zemio (RCA)
to Zaire, formerly the
Belgian Congo. Quite an
undertaking. We hired
about ten Africans and
made use of an American
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so far and villages are set back from road a bit,
unlike RCA. Nice scenery in Zaire, drier and
occasional open areas. Road not too bad but
infrequently traveled therefore tall grass in center
strip. Wood-beam bridges; very tall trees. Red
poinsettias in full bloom.
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tangled underbrush, poinsettias; not much fruit in
evidence, however. Small clusters of huts off the
road. Architecture about the same: thatch roofs,
rectangular & round buildings of terra cotta mud
walls. No whitewashed trees or buildings here.
Much remains of the Belgian days: brick (a nice
yellow) buildings, many in ruins, a number lived
in by Africans, many boarded up and deserted.
Nice trees planted in the villages, roundabouts and
monumental scale, all suggesting a grander era.
Not difficult to imagine what this will all be like
in another ten years. Isiro is quite an active place:
one long main street with most of the commercial
activity. Apparently run by Greeks. Even a Greek
Orthodox Church. Quite a number of Europeans
here. Cheaper than Bangui but still expensive. Pick
up our mail at the P.O. (which opened ½ hour
late as no one could find the key) and had a good
but expensive lunch at the hotel (steak of sorts,
boiled potatoes, salad) Z1.20 (1Z = anywhere
from $1.40 to $2.00). A bit of shopping, filled up
with petrol, and on our way.
Africans seeming less and less friendly as we get
into the more traveled routes. Across another river
by ferry yesterday (had to use our batteries to get
it started). Cheryl bought a monkey from a small
boy for 1 Zaire.

❦
Tuesday 12 December 1972. 10 miles south
of Ango, Zaire. As we made camp yesterday a
native appeared with oranges—a cadeaux or gift.
These people just never see tourists so they are
curious but shy and naturally very friendly. This
morning they were back again with onions and
marvelous pineapple. We, in turn, gave them
macaroni & mackerel (seemed to like it), tea, and
cigarettes. Continue on our way, passing through
a village here and there (most hidden from the
road, though), but with no activity. Into Ango,
a pleasant shady place with flowering trees and
buff brick buildings obviously reminders from the
Belgian era. Here we spent two or three pleasant
hours of eating and resting while Tim handled
passports. Met there a northbound Landrover
with six people, one of whom had traveled with
Siafu last year. Beautiful palm trees here & there
and lush jungle vegetation alternating with small
open fields. Earlier today we crossed a river via a
canoe ferry. Better organized than at Zemio—took
about 1½ hours in all. About eight canoes and a
cable across the river with which the men pulled
the raft. The ferry men were all dressed in pretty
snazzy yellow jumpsuits.

❦
Saturday 16 December 1972. North of
Mungbere, Zaire. Camped by the roadside,
sitting on a duffel and relaxing after doing some
washing. We’ll be here until noon and then off
again south. Arrived here yesterday afternoon
after a long, hard drive over often terrible roads.
Gigantic potholes filled with mud and water. Dave
Ellen got his LR stuck on one but otherwise no
problems, just slow going. Still in jungle with
occasional cleared areas for coffee plantations.
Not too hot and less humid then earlier. Still
dusty in places. More difficult to get fruit along
the road. Some pineapple and bananas but you
must ask for them and then they go out and get
them. Thursday night we stopped for the evening
at a coffee plantation about 60 kms from Isiro.

❦
Thursday 14 December 1972. Isiro, Zaire.
Arrived Isiro around 1 pm today after a very
rough drive of 80 kms from Poko, where we
camped last night. Stayed in a mission, high on
a hilltop over Poko. Camped on a soccer field.
Quite an establishment: many buildings, a new
Oscar Niemeyer-type church being built. Roads
have been poor since Ango despite the Michelin
map. Pretty jungle scenery: tall trees, green
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Terrible roads getting there, mostly at night,
Camped between the coffee trees and cooked
behind the plantation house. The place is run
by Greeks. German shepherds and a chained-up
chimp. Some nice scenery since Isiro. Very large
trees with white-gray bark, very tall. Had a long
beer & lunch break yesterday at a nice bar with
paintings (primitives, one showing airplanes firing
on natives), long snake skins, and a crude drawing
of Frank Sinatra. Have seen T-shirts all along the
way from universities and schools back home, plus
Marineland, Cub scouts, “sock it to me,” and so
on.
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full of mud holes, fallen trees, tall grass, etc.
Very slow going, about one mile an hour. Left
Mambasa about 3 pm on Sunday after many
warnings from the locals about the impossibility of
the road. Very poor indeed and we keep thinking
we’ll have to go back. Camped in the middle of
the “road” Sunday as well as Monday nights, both
times close to villages. Crossed one large river
(Ituri River) over a bridge that was just about
past its life: had to pick up boards from behind
each LR and place them in front in order to get
them across. Natives before Mambasa more shy.
Pygmies mixed in with persons of normal height.
Saw a leopard trap made of wood close to one
village. Transistor radios even here: where do they
get the batteries? Did 22 kms yesterday; hope to
do 30 miles today.

❦
Sunday 17 December 1972. Mambasa, Zaire.
Sitting in the Landrover in Mambasa in front of
a bar with African music (recorded) blaring and
men dancing with men and women with women,
waiting to go on while a Landrover is repaired.
Arrived here yesterday evening and camped to the
side of a local soccer field. I set up our beds & tarp
on the grandstand, a perfect spot. This is an ivory
center and many people have been buying carved
tusks, rings, and statues. Of no real interest to me
although I did get a letter opener for 50 K (ca.
75¢). Left camp on Saturday around noon after
doing our washing and trading with the pygmies. I
got a wicker arrow quiver for my
yellow T-shirt. My blue zip-up
sweatshirt was stolen, however.
The big item from the pygmies
is bows & arrows, again of no
interest to me. Almost through
reading Thoreau’s Walden.

❦
Thursday 21 December 1972. Beni, Zaire.
Comfortably sitting in the garden of the Hotel
Beni relaxing at 8:30 am after an unbelievably
hard 3½ days of jungle, bad roads, mud, and
humidity going 80 miles from Mambasa. Most
of the time all one could see in front was a green
wall, no sign of a road at all. First 5 kms weren’t
too bad and the last 30 kms were pretty good,
but in between, terrible: one very poor bridge

❦
Tuesday 19 December 1972.
Between Mambasa & Beni,
Zaire. About to leave on our
3rd day (2nd full day) on the
80-mile Mambasa-Beni Road,
once probably not a bad road,
but now completely overgrown,
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with only about ¾ of its slats left, four or five trees
fallen over the road, very deep holes. Average
speed about one mile an hour. Yesterday after a
pleasant lunch break by a river, the road improved
and we reached Beni unexpectedly around 5
pm. A pretty dismal place, almost like a western
or Mexican town: One main street, shops on
each side, most buildings in sad repair. The one
bright spot, the Hotel Beni, nice and clean, with
a veranda and, best of all, COLD beer, first really
cold beer since Kano. Tim arranged for us to
camp behind the hotel in a banana patch and we
had a fair meal on the patio of the hotel of meat &
beans, potato, soup, & bananas for Z1.50, about
$3. Walked down the main street after dinner but
only a few transistors blaring, no other activity:
without them it would of seemed like a ghost
town.
Hundreds of butterflies along the jungle road.
No animals at all were seen. Lots of noises of
animals, however, at night; also birds (but saw
very few birds). Many houses along the way
have wood shingles for roofing, architecture still
basically same (mud over sticks, rectangular in
plan with either gable or pitched roof, but no
round houses anymore).
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neared the Escarpment de Kabasha. Climbing
higher and higher with hairpin turns &
switchbacks. Finally over a hill and we’re in
what was once called Albert National Park
(now Virunga), the scenery and climate change
remarkably—much drier, hotter, mountains in the
distance with lush grassland on the valley floor.
Views all the way to the lakes, Edward & Albert:
a beautiful sight from the escarpment. As we drive
down we see baboons, and then a lone elephant
in the distance—our first one. Then many more,
game everywhere: Elephant, hippos, impalas,
buffalo. Past Rwindi, the tourist center of the
park, and then another few miles to a spot beside
the road where we set up camp for the night, with
sounds of lion and hippos close by.
❦
Sunday 24 December 1972. Gisenyi, Rwanda
(Lake Kivu). Drove on through Virunga Park out
of the dry grassland and into a more cultivated
area; banana trees and native villages: not as pretty.
Through Rutshuru. Quite tall blue mountains
in the distance, of volcanic origin, pyramidal in
shape, one active with bellowing smoke we at
first thought were clouds. Arrive in Goma on
Lake Kivu at around 12:30. This is a fine place,
beautifully situated and the most modern and
prosperous town we’ve been through in Zaire
and best since Bangui. Paved roads, attractive
planting and landscaping, roundabouts, and nice
shops. Went straight away to a patisserie and had
coffee and a baguette: very tasty indeed. Lounged
around town spending our last Zaire. After a bit of
time got through Zaire customs and into Rwanda
(visa = $2) just a mile down the road. Gisenyi is
only a couple of miles into Rwanda and a very
beautiful place it is. Probably the richest looking
area we’ve seen in Africa: almost Mediterranean.
Tree-lined road along the lake with large western
houses. The lake is very beautiful indeed, with
mountains on all sides, clear water, a nice beach.
Very large, maybe 40 miles across by 60 long.
We’ve camped on the beach in front of the Palm
Beach Hotel, a pleasant hotel with a great bar.

❦
Saturday 23 December 1972. Zaire. Left Beni
around 11 am on Wednesday in the midst of some
brief showers. After a stop at the ivory workshop
(better quality than Mambasa) we headed south
over fair roads. Through Butembo, a larger town
than Beni & more prosperous looking. Native
houses laid out with hedges & streets almost like
a suburb. Scenery now is almost totally different
from before Beni: higher elevation, much more
cultivation (terracing, corn), cleared fields with
cows, rolling hills, views & vistas, cooler. Drove
on into the dark and finally made camp in a
deserted coffee drying building beside the road.
I changed cooking nights with John, therefore, I
cooked. Some rain. Nice building of brick. Dry
inside, however.
Beautiful scenery yesterday—Friday—as we
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Friday 29 December 1972. Nairobi, Kenya.
Finally at our destination—Nairobi—after three
months pushing on. Drove all last night after a
long day in Tanzania. Through Tanzania in a day
and a half. A ferry across the Rwanda-Tanzania
border after a rainy Tuesday night just on the
Rwanda side of the border. Wet sleeping bag and
damp clothes. Tanzania is quite attractive, what
we saw of it as the weather cleared. Sloping
countryside, grassland, green and more green.
By Lake Victoria, an immense clear mirror-like
lake. Nice rock formations. Pleasant temperature.
Into Mwanza about 11 am on Thursday and had
a beer and half an omelet at an Indian restaurant.
Lots of Indians there. First halfway civilized town
since Bangui. Then on a tarmac road (soon to
peter out) to the Kenya border around 7 pm.
Delay for several hours, finally through, and then
a dinner stop for two or three hours and then off
again for Nairobi. As the sun came up, beautiful
vistas over the Rift Valley and escarpments. Some
areas very similar to Montana: sweeping valleys,
grassland, mountains in the distance. Into Nairobi.
Our destination after three months and exciting.
Counting the miles for last few hours. Now we’re
here. What a bustling and noisy place: the most
traffic we’ve seen since Tunis. Tall buildings.
Modern hotels. Landscaped boulevards. Not as
Hemingway pictures it. It’s like rush hour in New
York. We drive past The New Stanley and made
several stops looking for money changers. Finally
to the GPO where we pick up all our Christmas
mail, then we change some money, and then the
best part of the entire trip, a cheeseburger with
French fries and real coffee at The Thorn Tree
sidewalk café at The New Stanley. Very good,
indeed (6.90 shillings. $1 = 7/- official; 11/black market). This is quite a hotel: at the busiest
intersection in town, people coming and going.
Very nice. Many Americans. The Long Bar is a
classic—a medium size rectangular room with a
bar along one wall. Caricatures on the wall, a great
mural over the bar, and almost perfect art deco
doors, ceiling and molding decorations. A great
bar, and very busy with “white hunters”—actually
not too many tourists, mostly locals. Did some

Finished some washing this morning and now
think about our big Christmas dinner tonight at
the hotel ($6).
❦
Tuesday 26 December 1972. Kibuye, Rwanda.
About to leave the shores of Lake Kivu for
Kigoli and the Tanzanian border. An absolutely
magnificent day yesterday with some of the most
beautiful scenery imaginable. We drove from
Gisenyi to Kibuye yesterday afternoon, about 75
miles along the lake, twisting roads, very pretty
trees like gum trees, fantastic vistas, shadows &
light. Evocative of the Japanese islands, Ireland &
Scotland, Tahiti, all mixed in. Almost no modern
development but very intensively farmed—
bananas, corn, fruit trees. Handsome tall natives,
thin features, light color, well-dressed (of course,
it was Christmas). Friendly, we waved all the way.
No tourist development but great potential.
Our Christmas eve dinner was festive and enjoyable though the food was a little disappointing. Danced several times with Jo. Lots of kissing & good cheer. And then drunkenness. Had
guard duty from 3 to 5 am with John (who slept
through it) and there was a large jug of wine there
which I unfortunately finished off around 6 am.
Really bad as the sun came up. Eventually got
back my senses after a big breakfast, nap, and then
a beer around noon.
❦
Wednesday 27 December 1972. RwandaTanzanian border. Camped at Kibaye, on
the shores of Kivu, a nice site beside a bar &
restaurant. Too tired to enjoy it so to bed after
dinner.
A good drive from Kibuye to Kigali, the capital,
on Tuesday. Again, beautiful scenery although
less interesting the further we go from Lake Kivu.
Very agricultural. Men smoking pipes everywhere.
Kigali very small but strangely pleasant. Situated
on several hills with many trees and some nice
houses.
❦
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shopping—tobacco and the like—and then to our
campsite at the City Park where we set up our tent
around 4 pm. A nice park with flowers. We’re in
the parking lot along with some other overland
vehicles (private): a Toyota from California, Swiss
VW, and so on. Cooked tonight and then to bed.

1973

ten postcards under a palm tree. Joined around
11 am by John and we get into conversation with
a remarkable woman by the name of Erdel: an
Iraqui-American living in London with a house
in Palm Springs and Bel-Air. Lots of money and a
good sense of humor. Her two daughters—11 and
14–came over and she invited us to lunch. Very
generous. And what a lunch: an outdoor barbecue
that was delicious: roast turkey, shish kebabs,
roast pork from a pig on a spit, steak you cook
yourself, bacon & eggs, spare ribs, baked beans,
tomatoes, potatoes, beer, bread, apple pie, coffee,
oh, and fish, which we missed out on. Best meal
since leaving home, I think. Then went swimming
with the two daughters: Nadene and Anisa. After
swimming we had afternoon tea with them and
their mother. Needless to say we ate no dinner
that night.

❦
Monday 1 January 1973. Mombasa, Kenya.
Ending Mileage: 48,789. The first day of the
year. Evening and sitting in the reception area of
the Tradewinds Hotel about 18 miles south of
Mombasa on the Kenya Coast, a lovely place with
very white fine sand, turquoise blue water, a reef,
palm trees, and gentle breezes. We’re camping
behind the hotel and will be here for four or
five days. The swimming is fantastic, very warm,
nearly like bathwater. Humid but a nice breeze.
The hotel is a series of separate buildings, all
with thatched roofs. Seems to be totally booked
up as this is the big season here. Mostly English,
white Kenyan, and some Italians (maybe Swiss).
Arrived here yesterday after taking two days to
drive down from Nairobi, a distance of 307 miles
over tarmac roads, descending from over 500 to
0 feet. Through Tsavo Game Park (not terribly
interesting scenery. Flattish. Scrub.) where we
passed countless elephants, all red from rolling
in the mud and dust. On Saturday, we spend
the morning in Nairobi, buying clothes, film,
souvenirs, but most of all enjoying urban life and
food again. Once on the coast on Sunday we
drove around Mombasa a bit, a large city and very
old, once being an Arab port. The old town is
especially scenic—narrow streets and an occasional
mosque. Then down the coast to the hotel, several
swims, wash some clothes, take a glorious shower,
and then a beer; dinner at camp and back to the
bar for an English-American style New Years Eve
celebration—paper hats and all. Could only make
it to about 10:30 and then to bed. Rained for a
short time that night, as it did the night before. I
suppose this is typical in this climate.
This morning I was up early and had a good
breakfast at the hotel (10/50) and then wrote

❦
Thursday, 4 January 1973. Tradewinds Hotel,
Kenya. Still enjoying the relaxation, sun, sand
and warm water of the Kenyan Coast, although
also anxious to get on my way again. Have had
two interesting excursions to Mombasa, 17 miles
to the north, on Tuesday & Wednesday. A large
town both with modern and ancient. The Arab
quarter mixes Arab and Indian and is colorful and
medieval—narrow streets, balconies, children.
Almost Italian. Peppered with small mosques
and occasional glimpses of the blue, blue sea. It
is Kenya’s major port as well as the old port for
dhows coming to and from Persia. These are very
colorful, indeed, and some people in the group
are trying to arrange travel to Persia via them. It
would make an interesting trip. There are many
shops in Mombasa—wood carvings, fabrics, hides
and leatherwork, ivory. All for tourists but the
place still isn’t a tourist town. There seems to be
a happy co-existence between the two elements—
tourism and normal commerce and industry. Had
an interesting lunch on our first day in, at the Taj
Hotel: A high ceilinged room with overhead fans:
two samosas (meat wrapped in a thin pastry cover
folded in a triangular shape & deep fried), fish and
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chips, salad, orange juice and
coffee. 10/- with tip (ca. $1).
Quite good. Had beers after on
both days on the verandah of
the Castle Hotel overlooking
Kalindini Street. Very relaxing.
Soon—Saturday—on to the
game parks.
❦
Thursday 11 January
1973. Seronara, Serengetti,
Tanzania. I am sitting in our
camp in the Serengeti after two
long days of game watching
here in this marvelous area.
Today we spotted and viewed
only feet way, five lions, a
leopard, many hippo, wildebeest, hartebeest,
baboons, gazelle, impala, buffalo, ostrich, dikdik, and more. We drove out in our Landrovers
with guides employed by the park. They have
extraordinarily keen eyes. Yesterday our guide
picked out six cheetahs from literally miles
away. We’ve also seen giraffe, rhino, monkeys,
everything, really, that you’re supposed to see. We
arrived here on Tuesday afternoon after spending
the morning in the spectacular Ngorongoro
Crater and driving past thousands of southward
migrating wildebeest and gazelle. The crater is
about nine miles across, quite high up, with an
amazing concentration of game. We camped on
the rim Monday night: very cold as we were at
11,000 feet. The next morning we drove down
into the crater (down 2,500 feet), around for
the morning, then up again to pick up camp.
The day before, Monday, we went from Arusha
to Ngorongoro through some very nice grassy
plains, past numerous Masai, tall and proud and
very handsome with their rust-colored hair, rust
colored robes, spears, beaded jewelry. Also, by
Lake Manyara but not into the park. Fine view
from the escarpment above the lake down over
the lake & plain below. Arusha is a fair enough
place, a center for safaris and tourism. Bought

some nice Masai beaded bracelets and a necklace.
Also had a fine omelet, a big glass of milk, and
toast. Camped in Arusha Sunday night at the
City Park, having driven all day from Mombasa,
through Tsavo Park, by the cloud-shrouded Mt.
Kilimanjaro (the clouds broke finally at around
6 pm and we had magnificent views of the flat
snow-covered summit). Really had an uneventful
week in Mombasa. Mostly swimming and reading
and writing letters. But several trips into the town
made it worthwhile. Really a fascinating town.
One surprise on our way out of town on Sunday:
The president, Jomo Kenyatta, rode by with his
retinue in his big Mercedes Benz, waving his
famous lion’s mane fly swatter. An impressive man
on the whole.
❦
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My night: Friday night and Saturday morning.
Food was variable: Before the truck broke down
in Djanet we used de-hydrated food almost
exclusively. The brand name was Batchelors.
Chicken a la King, Beef Stroganoff, Beef Curry,
Savory Mince, Spaghetti Bolognese, rice, and
soups. That’s about it. Also, tins & tins of baked
beans. Tinned hamburgers. Sausage. For breakfast:
cereals (Weetabix, ‘8 til One’ (like Granola),
oatmeal), sometimes Batchelors again, often
baked beans, occasionally hamburgers. Rarely
eggs. Portions usually small but nearly always
seconds. After the truck broke down we ate more
locally produced vegetables: potatoes, yams, rice,
occasionally fresh but tough meat. After Kano,
where we re-supplied, our diet monotonously
centered about tinned mackerel, corn beef, and
macaroni, for breakfast and dinner. No soups
or desserts since the truck broke down. By the
time we reached Nairobi most had lost weight.
I dropped 30 lbs to 156 lbs. Often a shortage of
basic ingredients: days with no coffee or sugar (or
heavily rationed). No salt for nearly a week once.
We all had our own plates, cup, and silverware as
well as water bottle. Water was normally sterilized
with tablets. To bed usually around 8 or 9 pm.

SUMMARY THOUGHTS
ON THE TRIP
Original Complement: 54 including three
staff. Slight edge in numbers to the English,
then Australians, Americans, Canadians, New
Zealanders, Danish and one Japanese. Average
age probably 25. Oldest: 65 a retired banker.
Youngest: 17 year old Dane. Approximately even
between men and women. Later when truck broke
down, five stayed behind making group 49. In
Kano one girl flew out leaving final complement at
48 in six Landrovers and one trailer.
Days Traveled: Left London 8 October 1972,
arrived Nairobi 29 December 1973. Nearly 12
weeks or 82 days. Miles to Mombasa: 8,525.
Camp Routine: On a traveling day the routine
was usually to get up around 6 am, the cooks
rising earlier to start breakfast. After breakfast, the
camp was broken up and all luggage & equipment
packed away on the roofs of the LRs. Departure
was usually by 8 am. We’d drive until midday
sometimes in convoy, sometimes separately and
when convenient stop for lunch, occasionally
making a fire to brew up coffee or tea. Lunch
was our own responsibility, we’d buy some things
in shops when possible and stockpile for several
days: fruit juices, bread, biscuits, tinned patés
and sardines, cheese, etc., and when south of
the Sahara we would buy bananas, pineapples,
oranges, mandarins, paw-paws, mangoes, or
any other fresh fit available. We’d often drive
on through the afternoon, ideally stopping
around 4:30 pm to make camp before dark. In
actuality, we often drove to 6, and occasionally to
9 or later. On two occasions we drove all night:
through the alps and the last leg into Nairobi.
Different persons were assigned different tasks:
one in charge of water, a nurse in charge of the
medicine chest, one in charge of food supplies.
All were assigned to cooking duty (except drivers,
the nurse, and the expedition’s banker), five
persons cooking dinner & breakfast once a week.

Washing: Only in a few places were showers or
wash facilities available. In the desert this did not
matter too much as it was dry and not dirty. In
the jungle it meant having to swim in bad water
whenever we found it, the chances of bilharzia
being considerable. Washing of clothes was always
a constant occupation whenever we stopped.
Landrovers: Each LR carried eight persons,
usually two in the front, two in the middle
and four in the back, sometimes 3, 2, 3. The
front & middle seats face forward, the rear are
sideways facing one another, although a makeshift
arrangement can be made to have the rear seat
face forward. Four doors with a back door as well.
All luggage, food, tents, beds, etc., on top. I’m
sure all overloaded. Originally, each LR carried
eight petrol Gerry Cans (metal) and the same
number of plastic ones for water, all on the roof
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rack. Some of the Siafu LRs had made eight trips
and therefore were in very poor condition. The
two private vehicles—leased with their owners to
Siafu—were new and far more comfortable. Many
of the men and one of the women—Jo—drove the
LRs at least once, myself included, but each LR
had a driver assigned to it who was responsible for
servicing and maintenance which was all done by
the group. In Kano, for instance, this took three
or four days of all-day work.
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we left, usually containers (empty tins, bottles,
cartons). However, as we passed into Rwanda and
later Tanzania & Kenya, this desire—springing
from poverty—disappeared. As there is far more
tourism in the latter two countries, the natives
were less curious and less friendly, although one
couldn’t call them hostile. The proudest people
seemed to be the Touregs and some of the people
in Rwanda. The handsomest: the Rwandans.
Places: For me, the most memorable places were
the desert (Djanet, Iferouane—the camel ride and
the scenery), reaching Kano, Bangui, the jungle
crossing from Mambasa to Beni, the eastern part
of Zaire, and Rwanda along Lake Kivu. Of course,
Nairobi, too.

Tents & Beds: Two-man tents—canvas, with
walls—were provided along with plastic tarps for
the ground, canvas camp beds (quite good), and
mosquito nets (which I rarely used). Increasingly,
we became proficient at getting everything up
and down quickly. In the desert and even into
the jungle we often slept out without tents. This
was fine in the desert where there was no dew
but in the jungle heavy dews fell, several nights
drops fell out just like rain. Many times we put up
tarps from the roof racks rather than putting up
tents. All sorts of homemade arrangements were
developed in time.

Architecture: There was remarkably little
variation in architecture over much of the route.
Tunisia and Algeria was either modified western
or traditional one-story stucco, flat roofs or barrel
vaulted roofs (in the north). From Iferouane to
East Africa basic pattern was similar: rectangular–
sometimes circular—stucco or mud or wattle
houses, often in compounds, thatched roofs, front
& rear doors, one sometimes more windows.
Overhanging eves. Sometimes whitewashed or
decorated walls, particularly RCA.

Animals: During the trip, surprisingly few animals
were seen outside of the game parks. Camels,
of course, and donkeys everywhere (gray with
black crosses on their backs). Only three or four
snakes—and never in camp—very few birds,
lots of butterflies but very few flies (except in
the villages) or mosquitoes. No large creatures,
although occasionally heard noises in the jungle.
One scorpion was seen in camp in RCA. Most
people were more affected by insects than me: I
had very few bites.

Health: The most common ailment was diarrhea,
caused primarily by bad water and/or food.
Everyone suffered at one time or another. Also,
some constipation. Some girls had very irregular
periods. Colds in the desert. Mass flue for days at
Djanet. Several cases of middle ear infections. No
accidents. General malaise common at times.

People. The African people we saw were, on the
whole, curious and friendly. North of Agadez,
there was no tourism in the sense of trinket
salesmen, etc. Most everyone would wave or wave
back if we waved first. Often in more isolated
areas we were given gifts. Invariably as we got into
the jungle areas, crowds of curious natives would
quietly stand just outside our camps, just curious
and usually hopeful of salvaging something when

Weather: We had surprisingly fine weather all the
way, exceptions being drizzles & rain in Italy, light
rain in Tunis, two hour downpour outside Bangui
and a night’s rain at the Rwanda-Tanzania border.
Much cooler than I had expected: especially cool
in the desert; even the days were cool. Warmer
in jungle but not torrid by any means. Probably
most uncomfortable in Bangui. Mombasa also hot
but sea breeze kept from being oppressive.
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Clothing: The greatest change in clothes &
costume was between the desert countries and
the jungle countries. Northern Algeria & Tunisia
most clothing was western for men and sometimes
women with long gowns more usual for the latter.
Further south the Toureg blue gowns and black
veils and headpieces became nearly universal with
women in black or white. This costume persists
into Nigeria where from Kano on most men
wear western clothes and women usually brightly
colored & patterned long dresses made a bit like
saris that are wrapped around you. This persists
again all the way to Kenya.
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